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pewits Secret bylaws r 
beh ind  : 
Terrace is feeling the effects finally :shown of tight mone}; and a d pressed ~ 
economy. 
Municipal building inspector 
E.H. Thomas says commercial . . . . . .  
and building permits are 
lagging "badly behind" last Special tothe Herald March 22, 1971. • DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
year's figures, from the VancouverSun Mayor  Victor Jolliffe said " 
Four industr ial '  and that council had refused to BY-LAWNO.587-1971_ 
commercial building permits Two land purchase bylaws disclose the contents of the 
~hieh Terrace municipal bylaws on the grounds that A BY-LAW OF THE DISTRICT were issued in Terrace during 
Avril, 1971. . . council tried to keep secret are disclosures might jeopardize OF TERRACE ,TO 
Although the same number of now avai lable for public deals itwas trying t0arrange on 'AUTHORIZE THE DISPOSAL 
permits were issued in the same scrutiny on the order of Deputy the land involved. BY SALE OF CERTAIN 
period last year, tax Municipal Affairs Minister The deal involved municipul~ LANDS CERTIF ICATE OF 
assessment value of currently James Baird. acreage which has been sold to TITLE OF WHICH IS 
proposed projects is down The Deputy" Minister of Mac'Gillis and Gibbs pole REGISTERED INTHE NAME 
$40,000 from one year ago. Municipal Affairs said in an company for.S87,001, covered OF THE MUNICIPALITY TO 
- Permits issued in April, 1970 interview ith a Vancouver Sun by byla~ 587. THE MACGILLIS & GIBBS CO. 
covered projects valued at reporter that the Terrace Jolliffesaid the second bylaw (B.C.) LTD. 
$64,000 compared with $25,200 Herald had protested to him - number 584~was to enable WHEREAS the Council of the 
for April, 1971. that itwasn'tallowed tosee the council to obtain a portion o f  Distr ict of Terrace is 
Dwelling unit permits are up bylaws which were passed by MacGiilis and Gibbs land for a empowered by Section 471 of the 
in number and value: 18 Terrace District Council on future highway overpass. Municipal Act to dispose of land 
residential building permits "They (the bylaws) are now owned by the Municipality 
valued at$323,200 were issued in avai lable for inspection. I which, is not reserved or 
ooeo.. Company a hell up there dedicated; 
$37,700 tax assessment value (Terrace) yesterday," Baird AND WHEREAS the District 
over April, 1970. said. . of Terrace is the registered 
v~oe o, ,o~ =~or threatens "All public bylaws are open owner of that certain parcel'or 
types of construction is down . for scrutiny once they are traetsituate, lying and ~ing  in 
$1.000 from last year. adopted, no matter what. they the Distr ict of Terrace.  .;~ 
Commercial building starts in elo are," said Baird. Province of British Columbia, :. 
1971 include Northern Culverts ~ u r e  He added that he advised the more particularly known and i:~~ ' 3" " 
eonstructi0n of a new culvert Herald to ask to see the described as: Lot "A" of Lot 22, .. Andy Taylor, vice'president -° factory on CNR property in bylaws. District Lot 361, Range 5, Coast !::~: 
Terrace. and B.C. Manager of Copies of bylaws 584 and 587 District, Plan 6510, upon which : 
Canadian Freightways has MacGillis and Gibbs Pole were handed to Herald editorial there are no bui ld ings or 
begun work on a $127,000 office Company in Terrace staff by Jolliffe early Tuesday. structures and which land is no : 
and freight terminal complex claims that the company Contents of the bylaws are: ' 
here. has. been forced to Cont'd on.Page :| -;_: 
B.C. Telephone Company has shut down loon. operations s-at-ted 
plans on the drawi'ng board for a because of public protest . , .  Ai rshow . . . . .  ' 
maintenance and storage I .-Taylor said /hat eight <~ = 
complex. A local mill is ~,! 
reportedly preparing to develop Tess Brousseau Photo workers at the plant were laid 
a drying kiln, undercover The Cedarvale ferry approaching the north side of the Skeena Riverisnow inservice afterbeing closed forthe winter months, elf Wednesday and more r Terra c e :: 
storage and, ,dock. lpading, .~.  ,.:.-,,~:, .... cord  - :a - s "  axes  '-are contemplated. ' i ~ Re s " t because .. the "clean : .air :~i:i/../: .:.; ~: -: , 
Terrace will continue to growin , hand". The first air  show ever staged in area ?such as  "T'eiq;ae~;' :!~ : /  .i! 
becominginereasingly ~:a~i~s .  :".i ~ iml~rtanee as a supply center. , .Taylor said that ,.he will this area is planned for Terrace of and interested in the field.of ' > The community would be in a : discourage his company, this summer. 
situation to attract an which is .headquartered in Plans for an air show at the aeronuatics, Bates said. " " 
increasing numberofindustries Milwaukee, Wisconsin, from "An 
as a ware housing centeV bringing more investment Terrace Airport during the. a i r  show of the' '71 municipal budget because of its central capital into the Terrace area. weekend of August 21-22 were magnitudewehaveplarmed.will geographic location, he said. He said that the company announced Terrace Kiwanis give the viewing public an could take its operations back president Emil  Laniuk opportunity to be informed and 
Terrace is the transportation toits original site in Hazelton. Tuesday. involved with this f ield,""he 
Stunt flyers and racers, fly- said. 
• .Commenting on recent pasts and static displays by the Although the air show issti l l  gap through the coastal Record spending and an increased mill r~te, chill is valued at approximately industrial and residental, are public protest against Canadian Armed Forces and in its preliminary stage airport 
Rupert.m°untains o the port of Prince highlightedMonday, the District of Ter race  1971 bu~ggt.[f ['J$19;OgOover lastS yearshike Ofvalue.almost $2,000 constructed.The mill value increase was pollution caused by the displays by many "major manager Sid Harris says there 
An in'~creased mill value is split almost evenly between company's mill in Terrace, a ircraft  companies are is no reason the air shbw 
Council. members brought down a $2,31~9'70 based od the overall assessed industrial and- residental Taylor said"They want us to expected to be drawn to the Cont'd an.Page 2 New cred i t  budget  for  the  i~oming year  boost ing  the  mi l l  ra te  . value 0f'property within the properties, Johnstone said. cut down and we're doing show which falls one week after ."~'~'~ 
78.48--3.37"mills higher than the previous record municipality and is rli~edwhen that." the internationally-famed ~kT_" _*_ ':'~ 
set in 1970. additional building~ L both Cont'd on.Page 2 ..Taylor said he plans to ask Abbotsford Air Show near ~ O  news i s  s--s*emy. _ his parent company to shut Vancgpver, i'i~!~ 
A mill is one tenth of a cent costs during a bad winter, .~J l .~l l ,&~ down Terrace operations g--o TMO{1 :::;~ sod T h o r n h i l l  " l ~ l ~ S  eemp!etely" Air Show daairman art  Bates, • said: "Off ic ials of the n e w s  ~:! 
property tax based on the full An additional $I00,000 has . ."Unfortunately, the town as Abbotsford Air Show have ~ " 
begins self -government asse'ssed value'of land and on 75 been budgeted this year for a whole has to suffer," says offeredto assist t~s in anyway . .Terrace RCMP have :'~'~I per cent of the assessed value of continued paving in Terrace. Taylor! .. Inhisremarks, possible to "make the show a reported that there have been ~¢ 
improvements on such land. The budget does not include Taylor said that students 4 success, no accidents in the Terrace ':' 
The municipality assesses an overall capital expenditure Residents of Thornhill may -per cent majority is required should clean up their own "The  Department of area since the 9th of thls "'¢ 
"smoke and dope" problems Transport is fully supporting month. The Chargex credit card land and structures at of $600,000 for paving and soon have a form of local before the committee can before worrying about our efforts to produce a top- ..The last reported accident '~ system will complete xtension approximately50 per cent of its drainage, government, initiate formation of an ":~ 
of its program into British market value, a municipal The entire sum does not A "major i ty-of  Thornhill improvment dustrict industrial air pollution, notch show." o¢cured last Sunday when the : 
Columbia centers this month . . . .  A public protest against air 
source said. appear on the overall mill rate ratepayers favor the concept of Then the provincial lie praised Terrace Airport car driven by Mr. Rudolph . L 
The announeement was made Alderman Lloyd Johnstone, because the money has been forming a water improvement government will conduct a pollution caused by smoke and managerSid Harris, .. "who Pellitier of Terrace drove onto . ./~! this week by Toronto-Dominion chairman of the municipal obtained over a long term loath, district says Clarence Clove, referendum in the community flyash from MacGillis, and is 100 per cent behind our the gravel by the s|de of ~ :'~; 
Bank, Canadian lmperial Bank finance committee, said,of the he said. chairman of the Thornhill of 3,500 residents to decide Gibbs mill was started by 17- efforts." Ilighway 16 to avoid hitting a = :.!;~? 
of Commerce, Bank Canadian new budget: "We consider we It does appear on the three Incorporation Committee. Whether they want to form into year-old Terrace high school Bates said verbal agreements skunk. / :; 
National and RoYal Bank of held the line. The mill rate is mill increase for 1971 but should Niiaety per cent of ratepayers a water improvement district, student Ted Bergen. Bergen and prel iminary discussions . .Pellitler lost control of his " .~:~ 
Canada, sponsors of the all- basically the sameaslastyears decrease as the loan principal co~t'acted to date by the said Clove. obtained 815 signatures on an with companies involved' in car and wound up over the :::::: 
purpose shopping card. . , anti.pollution petition which aeronautics have been bank. ' ~ ]., except for the three mill decreases, committee have indicated they Following the referendum he presented to Terrace completed. ~::: 
Harold Zefi, mdfiager .of increase to cover the cost of He said Terrace is would like some form of self three trustees will be elected to ..There were about 11,500 :,,,,: 
Toronto Dominion Bank in paving approved in a budgeting"$178,000 to cover its government. " District Council meeting last The general public, damages to the Pellitler car, ;:f~ 
Terrace said the four banks co- referendum last year. share of increased welfare, - The committee is currently t'ont'd on.Page :| Monday. particularly in a semi-isolated ,, , :>:~' 
operate with the" plan chiefly for "Basical ly there is no costs" plus an additional $55,000 preparing registered letters to " ' ~ " "  
advertising purposes, increase," he said. increase for police protection, find out the opinion of non- !~iii'.  
BaSically, the chargex A surplus of $79,764 was The increase in policing costs resident Thornhill property ~.i 
system has nothing to do" with recorded from the 1970 budget, is due to a pay hike to members owners . . . .  . • " ..... 
your bank account," he sa id . .  This money will be used to meet of the RCMP with. Which the All property owners must be ' !~.i! 
Customers are billed for their ~ny:emergencies that occur municipality has a.contract, contacted and a minimum 60 ~: ,  ~ ,~ '~,~ ',~,ili~]: 
('ont'd on.l'age 2 such. hs "extra snow removal' J0hnstone said themunicipal :, .~2~,:~:.,.,.,:,,,~,~.i~, • ,/;! . 
car''-ye]Utl ...... saysbanker  . . . . . . .  . . . .  : Buy " 
k .!i i!: 
:1% 
When a co~,,oration with range" said Zelt . .2 . . . .  prepared to loan money to : ' '  : ' t~  : 
as.~alg f mavathan San him,,, Toronto Dommmn s head , ~ t ~ ~  people who want to buy ...~ 
confit;ms that art  i s  a oood .omce m Toronto :numbers 200 ~ i~[ l~T  '~'~ ~mtings. , ' .' ,,i!~'~' , :" 
investment start buvin o ' °  .representative i works  by ~ F : ~  ~ ~ ."There's no special policy on . . "~ 
That's the word from Toronto ' Canadian artists . i n  'its ~ .° :<.:~ .. ~ such loans, . said Zelt. We i,ii, ' i" ":~i~ ?../: 
n a ~ ; . ~ .  ~ ' ~ k  . . . .  r *~ ~"  r Collection Mos't of them have ' ..:~:.,,:.x: i. - : I .o make loans for any worthwhile s~~i' L ."ii~ ' :!. 
five iti Canadian banking • ~en acqutr eu m .me past ten { 1 l~rp~e--  the purchase of worss ~.~ ~: ~ "'.'~ ..... 
Th*  com,~in , , ' s  ha~d ,,ff i , '= ; "  years .  ~n"  1961 Torqnto  . ~ m ar t  wou ld  fa l l  in to  that .  ~ "~i=;: :' ,~ 
Toronto/ and the Terrace' Dominion asked the late Martin " ~, categdry." " : ,  ~.:,, 
bl,nnt;h ..~.,an,~a ko u~,,~,.4 w" Baldwin,-:ex-curator of the . . . .  Also on display are two oil . ;" :' I ' '~ 
~.*li hnv*"ai0*n t i~ '  mnnnv TorontoArt Gallery, toassistin ;,,111~ landscapes by, artist Waily . . . . .  
and  Wall.sna~ to'  Can'adian cataloguing the collection and I~ ~i li~ ~:'  Humphrey who claims he can .  , ,  :~ : :~ 
wnr l¢gafh~"t '  , : '  ' ' '  actasadvlsorlnthepm;chaseof. ;:. ~[ '  ' c reatea  masterpiece in tWO~.; / ~:::/~,"!::; 
It lsn'tallr'nhlldnthro no' , new works. . :..'., ,, • - ~[ t  . hours --. sometimes'less - , _ ...... - ......... 
,, " . . . . .  The ,.urrent.exhibtt at the¢ ~ ,, , ~ -.~::.:..'~- As an investment, you can put . . . . . .  ' • 
' 4 . . . . . . .  ! .. . . . . . . .  The t ,me includes mak ing  , . ,  ....... :wnrk~ of 'art In the sam~_ ocalTorontoDominlo~Bank of ~: . - • ,, , . : I ' 
' , W ' :!I Ketclles ann snow.slloelng , i orks  b regional artists show . . . . .  ., • , ., category aS real estate, says Y , be a .... 
Zelt, who  adds  that the collector ' ' ' I ' • '" .... '" • • • , n winter  tern ratures, . sa id"  ' • backing uptheir  opinion wRh pe  ": ' :~f~i~i l  must .choose  Ir is  a r t  por t fo l io  ~s  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~- • - - ,  . . . . .  ~ ~1 Humnhrev  . . . .  : " : ' " '  
l the SknnaR lnr  .wiih,her 9ml!y In !~!?$t : ,{ !  ' ~:': soldfo 'u $ .. y ,'. . . ' .... • . ."' ,, ,, : g , '  .: 
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PAGE 2 
Municipal budget 
' Cont'd. from Page 1 
--THE BUDGET-- 
The 1971 proposed budget is 
based on the following revenue 
taxes: general municipal 
purposes (42.98 mills) 
$816,570; schools (32.03 mills or 
29.48 per cent of budget) 
$681;887; B.C. Telephone tax 
$2,429; local improvement 
frontage tax $22,725; sewer 
frontage tax $65,000; Pacific 
Northern Gas - 3 per cent 
revenue, $5,000; liquor tax 
$1,100; municipal financing 
authority $380. 
Utilities - sewer rates and 
connections and sanitation 
(based on rate increase), 
$172,500. 
Licenses and permits 
$77,000 composed at; business 
lieences, $50,000; dog licences 
and impounding fees, $4,500; 
building permits, $15,000 aDd 
commercial vehicle licenses, 
$7,500. 
Sundry rentals and service 
charges, $15,000; court fines 
and costs $52,000; interest and 
tax. penalties, $25,000; 
contributions, grants and 
subsidies provincial (local 
government grants and others), 
$277,110 Terrace recreation 
commission, $12,300. 
Other revenue sources 
inc lud ing  cemetery ,  
ambulance, interest on term 
deposits and sundry amount to 
$16,500 for a total of $2,242,501. 
The waterworks revenue fund 
produces an additional $242,000 
from: water rates, $157,000; 
water frontage tax, $72,000 
and water connections, $13,000. 
Expenditure estimates for the 
forthcoming year are the 
Airshow 
slated 
Cont'd. from Page 1 
shouldn't come off. 
"They've (the Kiwanis Club) 
decided to put it on and there's 
no reason it shouldn't be carried 
on." 
He said Department of 
T ranspor t  reg iona l  
headquarters in Vancouver 
completely supports the air 
show concept and "hopes the air 
show will become an annual 
affair in Terrace." 
Airport facilities should be 
able to handle any type of 
aircraf t-tha4,wi41 ,pav ticipa te in 
the show~ However, the final 
degision'~w~ll .r~st With DOT in 
V.ancouver, he said. 
Bates said future air shows  
will depend largely on public 
response to the first show. 
The event is expected to draw 
participants from the 
Northwestern •United States, 
Alaska, Alberta and throughout 
British Columbia. 
!'Local aviation companies 
have shown keen interest in the 
project," Bates said. "They 
have promised their full support 
for what , could become 
Terrace's biggest community 
event." 
Various committees have 
been set "p to look after 
security, 'or, ~d preparation, 
air control, c0mmunication, 
administration, parking, safety 
and concess|ons. 
The Kiwanis Club will use 
proceeds of the air show fo~ the 
Terrace Arena Fund. 
following: general government, 
$201,026; protection to parsons 
and property $366,861; public 
works $212,650; Sanitation and 
waste removal $135,877; Social 
welfare, $178,000; recreation 
and community service, 
$8S,745; industrial and 
commercial development, 
$10,000; debt charges and 
interest, $262,469; capital 
expenditure out of revenue, 
$86,100; participatory grant, re: 
sewer extensions, $10,000 and a 
surplus of $11,886. 
Waterworks expenditures for 
t971 are estimated at: 
administration, $17,500; source 
and supply $4,500; power and 
plumbing $14,000; purification 
and treatment $4,000; 
transmission and distribution 
$23,000; water connections 
$16,500; and debenture charges 
(principal and interest) 
$121,170. 
Contributions to the 
waterworks capital and loan 
fund came to $6,000 for 12 
hydrants, $5,000 for land 
acquisition, $160,000 for spring 
cleanup, $3,600 for the 
completion of voational school 
watertank and a $10,000 
participatory grant re: water 
extensions, for a total of $40,500 
with a ~urplus of $830. 
--MILL RATE--- 
The following mill rates wi]] 
be imposed for the year 1971. 
a) for aft" lawful general 
purposes of the Municipality on 
the full assessed value of all 
improvemtns taxable- for 
municipal purposes: 29.79 mills. 
b) for debt purposes on.'~_ 
full assessed value of all land 
and on 75 per cent of the 
assessed value of all 
improvements taxable for 
municipal purposes: 13.19 mills. 
c) for the purposes of the 
operating fund of the municipal 
finance authority on 1be full 
assessed value of all land and on 
76 per cent of the assessed value 
of all improvements taxable for 
regional hospital district 
purposes: .01 mills. 
d) for hospital purposes on the 
full assessed value of all land 
and 75 per cent of the assessed 
value of all improvements 
taxable for regional hospitals 
district purposes: 2.41 mills. 
e) for the general purposes of 
the regional district on the full 
assessed value of all land and on 
75 per cent of all improvements 
taxable for regional district 
purposes: 1.05 mills. 
The minimum taxation on any 
parcel of !and is .one dollar.. 
CENTENNIAL MEMO 
Whither little 
women? 
EDMONTON (CP) 
"Sometimes it seems we're 
making little women out of little 
girls far too early," Betty Birch 
of Montreal says. 
The children's wear 
merchandising representative 
for Du Pont of Canada was in 
Edmonton at a retailers' 
clothing market. 
"Too many youngsters are 
forced into fashion too early," 
she says. "Little girls of eight or 
rune are encouraged to want 
fancy lingerie or stockings." 
On the other hand, she syas, 
J never have ehildren's clothes 
J been more practical. The trend 
Its wash-and-wear, doub]e-knit 
| fabrics in polyesters and nylon 
is'a great help to mothers. ' 
OTTAWA (UIP) - Health 
Minister John Munro said 
Monday the final report of the 
Le Dain commission on the non- 
medical use of drugs would not 
be completed until June, a 
In •the colony of British 
Columbia in 1866, postage 
required to send a letter from 
New Westminster to Lillooet 
was one shilling five pence .  I month behind schedule. 
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credit " ' "  ~ r '  " " ~ ' New system 
• ++ 
purchases by Chargex and 
remit directly to the company's 
central office in Vancouver'f " 
People who use the Chargex 
service will pay up to 18 per cent 
interest unless they pay for 
their purchases within 25 days 
of the billing date. 
Chargex manager Bruce 
Press said in a telephone 
interview from Vancouver that 
interest is charged immediately 
on cash advances at the rate of 
1.5 per centa month on amounts 
up to $500. An interest rate at 1 
per cent a month is Charged on 
amounts over $500. 
(Current interest ra te  on 
personal loans at the Toronto 
Dominion Bank is 11.8 per cent) 
Press said that interest is 
calculated on Chargex accounts 
after payments have been 
deducted, which can effectively 
cut the interest rate to 14.5 per 
cent. 
Current extension of the 
Chargex system will provide 
• - ' ' THUP, JDAY,: MAY 13, Inl 
serv leeto  business and" 
:consumers in a rectahgular' 
area of the province" bounded by 
PrinceRupert, Williams Lake, 
PrinceGe0rge 'and Hazelton; 
Besides Terrace, other areas to 
be covered include Burns Lake,  
Clinton, .Fort Fraser, Fort St. 
James, Fraser Lake, Houston, 
Kemano, Kit/mat, Quesnel, 
Smitbers and Vanderhoof. 
Enrolment of merchants in 
these centers is currently 
underway and the plan is 
expected' to be completely 
operational by May 31, just in 
time for the province,s tourist 
season. 
Zelt said he believe~; that 
Chargex is a good thing for the 
business commuDity: "it allows 
.merchants more working 
capital since they don't have to 
carry large accounts 
receivable," he said. 
The raffish gets its name 
from the ]ong rodent-like tail. 
Oentury Welding 
- Portable weld ing repai rs  
- Pressure pipe welding 
- Fabr icat ion 
PHONE • 636-7881 
Terrace, B.C. 24-Hour Service 
• ;BRITISH COLUMBIASOCiETYFORTHi~' 
PREVENTION OF CRU E LTY.TO AN IMAL, S~ 
Terrace Animal Shelte r ~.- 4S16'Haugland 
I 
en '3-6 Men.. Fri. Weekends 9-11 " o,. , 
Phone ~3S. S . . . .  
OTORAMA i'iii: 
Sponsored by the Northwest  
Stock Car Associat ion 
SUNDAY, MAY 16 
• • i :-: 
. .~ ,  i: 
12 to 6 P .M.  
TERRAOE OOMUUNITIr OENTRE , • ;. i.;' 
Viewing of race cars for thecoming  season and  
soap box derby cars. : ; ,  
MOVIES  OF  LAST YEARS RACES 
Display of new speed equ ipment  
and products, 
1st RACE MEET WILL  BE HELD ON 
•f 
MAY 23 & 24 
SECOND ANNUAL 
BRITISH COilIMBIA 
FESirlVAL OF SPORIS 
MAY20-JUNEJ',19"[I, ...in cemmnnia lyear !  
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SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
KEY TO SCHEDULE OF EVENTS= HARRISON Swimming *Development Meet June6 ' '  '~ ' ' 
• Sanctioned Zone or Regional event. Canoe River and Lake Trip Pembarton to Harrison May 22 Track- Field *Junior May 22 ~' 
• "Sanctioned Provincial event not necessarily s HOPE Track- Field **B.C. Elementary Finals May 29.30 " 
championship, =. Bewlleg 5 and 10 Pin Regional May 23 Trapohoetlng ***B.C. Championships. '. May 28.30 
• ; " *Ma jor  sanctlor~d'~l~d~unsanctioned Dr0vlncl'el.i . . . . .  'Golf . . . . .  I: . . . .  ~'Coqulhelia Mbn'sOp~ ...... <~``~Ma.y~.~29.3~`';~".;~;G~f`~:~`~`.~`~.:~`van¢~uverGity~M~xed:`;:~:*~``~-~`~`~;e#~`~.~r.`¢`~``~ 
champ|onshJps and events involving contestants Fraser River Qaze Semi-Finals Ladies' May23 :~ 
from other provinces or countries. May 29 
The events and dates listed In this advertlssment are LANGLEY (J. Yakabusk/) Annual Sports Award Banquet May 27 '" 
" ,SAPPERTON ' based on information received at the Festival of Sports 
Office to April 1.1 g71. Any subsequent changes or 
deletions are the responsibility of lhs event committee 
in each community. 
EVENTS IN ITALICS: 
Non-sports events, pageants, parades, themes 
and special attractions rscognlzed aa , 
Festival ancillary events 
COMMUNITY CHAIRMEN: 
Listed next to community names. 
CLOSING CEREMONIES 
"NWB PREVIEW '73". a special sports spectacular will be held 
on the afternoon of Sunday. June 6th at Swanguard Stadium. 
This will not only close the 1971 Festival but will initiate events 
leading to the Canada Summer'Games to be held in New 
Westminster/Burnaby in 1973. 
ABBOTSFORDI  MATSOU' I /SUMAS (R. Crouter) 
lacrosse *Box- Regional Exhibition June 4.5 
Softball *Minor Tournament . May 21.24 
Track - Field *Jr. and Sr. Secondary Champs. May 18 • 
ALDERGROVE 
Bowling 5 and 10 Pin Regional 
BURNABY (M.  M. Gordon) 
Archery **Double "F.IX.A. Star" 
Motorsport *Sklldrlving 
Bowling " 5 Pin Regional 
Bowling ***lO Pin Can. Champs. 
Bowling *5 Pin Golden Age 
Clubs Champs. 
lawn Bowling Invitational Mixed Rinks 
Soccer ***Province Cup Final 
Swimmlng *Burnaby Tyees Spr ng 
Deve opment Meet 
Synch. Swim. ***B.C. Championships 
Volleyball ***International Tourn. 
Horseshoe ***B.C. Centennial and 
Pitch Canadian International 
Lacrosse Minor 
Dune Buggy ***Off.Road Vehicle Racing 
CHILL IWACK (Dr. J. V. Oyck) 
Bowling 5 Pin Regional 
Canoeing **Indian Canoe Races 
Horse Show "'*International 
Marksmanship ***RifleShoot 
Sailing **Regatta " 
Swimming " 1 Regibnal 
Tennis - Round Robl~ 
Baseball I.!ttle League' 
Community Recreational Circus 
Century of Country LivingParade 
Garden Dance. 
• Indian Tattoo 
Cub and Scout Rally 
CLOVERDALE 
Rode()' . ***international Tourn. 
Motor Sport Demolition Derby 
COQUITLAM "(Aid. R. B. Stlbbs) 
Baseball 
Fie id Hockey 
,, Flslllng Derby 
Shooting. 
Softball,, 
'. Track -'.l~ield 
.... • Tra©k - Field - 
" . ,Tenn a,, . , ,  . .  
Mini Minor 
*Girls' Tournament 
*Come Lake - Kids" 
**Rifle Invitational 
*Girls' Tournament 
*Invitational Cross Country 
' Elementary Meet 
May 23 
May 22.24 
June 6 
May 23 
May 21.24 
May 20 
May 25, 28 
May 23 
May 29.30 
May 21.22 
June 4.7 
May 22.24 
May 29.30 
June 5.6 
May 23 
June 5.6 
May 22.24 
June 5.6 
May 22-24, 
May.30 
June 5.6 
.June 5 
May 20 
May 22 
May 22 .  
June 5 
• ~. Ma~29,, 
" " . .  May22.24 
- " MSy29 ' ' 
May 22.24. 
June 5.6 
June 6, 
May 22.23 
.: May ~9.30 
May 30 
May.26 
Regional . May 20.30 
::i I~wn Bowling - "- Mixed RinksTr p es " ' ' ."  May22 
:.Tennl;,', '~ .Regional '. " . '  " ;  M,;y20.30 
"..Bedeball~': : ;  **Sun'G0dTournament : "  May22.24' 
'" .F!eld'..Nockay Jr. Men'sTournameht. , !May 22.24 
GIBSONS (e. w. a!xon) i i ~ 
- Sbft6all. ' ~Sunshlne Coast Invlt. May.23.24 
Bowling 5 Pin Regional 
Track - Field Secondary Schools 
Marksmanship **'Open Skeet Championships 
MAILLARDVILLE 
Bowling 5 Pin Regional 
MAPLE R IDGE (W. R. Archibald) 
Horse Riding **Golden Ears Trail Riding 
Horse Show **Annual Jr. Show 
Soiling *Regatta - small yachts 
Soccer *Juvenile Tournament 
Softball *Junior 
Swimming *invitational Age Meet 
Art Exhibit 
Hiking 
MISSION CITY 
Motor Sport . **Drag Racing 
NEW WESTMINSTER (Bill Winters) 
Auto Sport Columbian Canyon Rally 
Bowling 5 and 10 Pin Regional 
Bowling *5 and 10 Zone Finals 
Jude ***National Scholastic 
Lacrosse **Tournament (Minor) 
Lacrosse Jr. A League Game 
Lawn Bowling Invit. Festival Triples 
Soccer **Flve.A:Side Tournament 
Baseball Connie Mac 
Beseball Bronco Invitational 
Softball Sr. Men's 
Golf 'Vancouver City Amateur 
Tennis Public Parks Tournament 
Track - Field **Festival of Sports 
Chess Open Tournament 
NORTH VANCOUVER (J im Estabrook) 
Bowling 5 and 10,Pin Regional 
Bowling *5 Pin Golden Age 
Club Champs. 
Canoeing **White Water Slalom 
Canoeing **Indian Canoe Races 
Golf *High School Finals 
Gymkhana *Regional Junior and Senior 
Lacrosse **indian Days 
Lawn Bowling Invit. Festival Triples 
Tennis *High School Final 
Track- Field **Pacific N.W. Age Class 
Aquatics Water Show 
Golf Vancouver City Mixed 
Semi.Finals 
Water Safety Poster Contest 
PORT COQUITLAM (Clyde Mc L. Gr/ffith) 
Bowling 5 Pin Regional 
Baseball *Bronco .Tournament 
Baseball *Pony.Tournament 
Cycling **3.hr. Non.Stop Rd. Race 
Equestrian 'May Day Show 
lacrosse *Minor and Jr. "B"  
May Day Parade . 
PORT MOODY (M. Savolo) 
Bowling 5 Pin Regional 
,Canoeing ***International Tournament 
POWELL  R IVER (D. G. Simpson) 
Gymkhnna **Spring.Horse Show 
May 23 
May 27 
June 4.6 
May 23 
May 29-30 
June 5.6 
June 6 
May 29 
May 23 
June 6 
M~.y 22.23 
May 22, 29 
May 30 
May 22 
May 23 
May 30 
May 29 
May 21.23 
May 31 
May 29.30 
May 27.28 
May 22.24 
May 2.~.30 
June ~-6 
June 6 
May 22.29 
May 24 
June 5.6 
May 23 
May20 
May 30 
May 29-30 
May 25 
May 23 
May 25.30 
May 29.30 
May 24 
• June 5.6 
June 5. 
May.23 
June 5 
May 23 
June 1.6 
June 1.6 
Ma~' 30 
May 30 
May 22.24 
May 29 
• May 23' 
May 29 
May 22.23 
Bowling 5 Pin Regional 
SQUAMISH 
Bowling 5 Pin Regional 
SURREY 
Baseball P.O.N.Y. and Bronco 
Bowling 5.Pin Regional 
Softball Regional Boy's 
Track - Field *Surrey Championships 
Volleyball *Invitational Tournament 
Jr. and Juvenile Girls 
VANCOUVER (Aid. E. Sweeney) 
Archery **Double "F.I.T.A. Star" 
Bowling 5 and 10 Pin Regional 
Bowling *5 Pin Golden Age 
Clubs Champs. 
Bowling ***5 Pin - B.C, High School 
Champlonsh!ps 
Cycling ***B.C. Festival of Sports 
Bicycle Races (China Cr.) 
Fencing , **Pacific Inter. Tourn. 
Field Hockey • **Women's Inter. Jamboree 
Handbsft • ***B.O. Open Championships 
Lawn Bowling "Ladies' and Men's Triples ' 
Lawn Bowling *-Men's Triples 
Lawn Bowling *Invitational Mixed Rinks 
Lawn Bowling *Festival of Sports Triples 
Lawn Bawling "*Colts Triples 
Lawn Bowling *Ladies' Pairs 
Lawn Bowling *Ladies' Triples 
Lawn Bowling ***International Champ. Rinks 
Softball **Jr. and Juv. Girls'. Invit. 
Softball **Pioneers Special 
(Hall of Fame) 
Softball ***Sr. Men's Inter. Invlt. 
Swimming ***13th Annual Northwest 
International Meet 
' Table Tennis ***Canadian Open/C!osed Invit 
Track - Field *North Shore Prelim. 
Track - Field *8urnaby.New West. Prelim. 
- " " May23'~!~' " -~ 
. . . :  
/ June~5~6 
• :" May 23 
May 22, 
23,30,31, , 
June 5, 6 
May 22 
May 27-29 
May ~ 22.24- " 
May 23 .... .,.. 
May 20 ~, 
May 29 :i!~ ' 
May 29 .!~', 
June 5.6 -;~=.' 
May 21-24 ~ '  
May 28.30~i~: 
May 20-21+ ~'  
May22 :~ ~!' 
May25, 28'~ :~ 
• May 29.3~'~.: 
June 6 ~., ," 
May 26.27..':" 
June 2.31~:" 
May 31ii~! "~ r 
June 1.~(.'~ 
May 22-24 
.~ ~,!~- 
May 2~ '~;i ! 
June 4,6 :. 
• May 2'~24 
May 21i24- "" 
May 18.- .~. 
May 19: 
Track - Field *Vancouver Sec. Schools Prelim. Mayi~O 
Track - Field **Vancouver snd District 
High Schools Finals May 27 
Track-Field *Catholic Schools .Jun~ 5 
Water Fete B.C. Open • Invitational ." -:: ~ 
- inter. Championships May 29.30 ; 
Golf • ".Vancouver and District May3I .  : 
Finals -High School June 4 ." 
Rugby ***International Tour " May26.29 ~i 
Tennis "Vancouver and District May 31. , 
Inte~;.Hlgh School June 4 t': 
Widppet Ricing '**international J~ne 6 
Golf' Mixed Ladies' Fine is .May 29 
'Golf Parks Board Men's ,May 23.24 
Gbll B;C.P.G.A, Senior Champ. May 26.27 ~i 
Whselcr, Spofla *B,C~ Trials " -  " ' ~: MaY 23 
Bowling - '5  end LO Pin Zone Flnais :l;,.'~:,;MayJ0 
Tennis ." **Provincial Finals : June  5.7 '~ 
Dog Show. ***All Breed International June 5.6 . ~  ,
B.C. Sports Hall of Fame Dinner June 1 
• VEDDERCROSSING " , .':i 
Horseshoe PItch *Tournament May28.30 
lawn Bowling *Tournament June 5.7 
Sailing *Regatta " " " " June5.6 
Soccer *invitational Juv, Tournament , Ma~22.24 
Swimming *InvitationalMeet June 5 
Tennis " Regional. " : May'20.30 
Aircraft Breakfast Fly.In May 30 
Ceremony of Bands May 29  
Miss Pc'well River Pageant " May 29 
RICHMOND (Mre. e.  Daiveon) ", 
Bowling 5 Pin Regional 
Cyollng', **Richmond CdtoHum 
Football *High School Invitational 
" lawngowllng Men's Triples' 
Softball **Men's Tourhement' 
softball *Jr. Girls' Invitational 
Ma~ 23 
June 6 
June 7 
May 22 
May,'22.24 ', 
June 5.S : • -,.,. 
B " P ' " ' owllng 5 Pin Regional . . ! May23 ~ . 
WEgTVANCOUVER • " r "~ ":  ~ ~ ""  ` . I' I " ' 
Bowling. ' 5Pin Regional , ' " " :  .~ 'Mo~;23 " ' "'. 
Diving . " "***B.C.Charnplonshlps;-, 'i i( ~,,Ma~;,~1.23 ~r 
Field Hockey *Girls' Tournament 1`' '1 "May.'22~23. ~'~ 
lawnBowl lng .Invitat one M xkd:Rlnks : ' Jumi:6~,,,, , ~ii 
Soccer;,, " , *Cantennla Juv Tournament • May'2§.30; " 
Golf,, . . •Mixed Men's F inal  ' ' . M;'y~29 f .  ~: 
Marksmanship ,*Jr. Rifle Shoot . . . .  Mny2gi  ~'' - [:  
WESTWOOI~ " " ~ . . . .  : ' ~:::: ; ~'~:~' 
Motor Cycles'. **'C.M.A. Sanctlon.~ '" ..:(;.!'/,'~'~,~.~lun~.'5.6 . ' i~' 
Motol;:Slmrt' '" *'~';CASC Formula.Pepsi Pr'o'.~;,':'~!. M.~;~g.~O ' : '-~. 
Bowline ' ' 5 PInRiglonal ~'' . . . .  ~ May'23, ' ,: " ~! 
laWn BowAn| Mixed Rinks i ,  '~:'. .... ~ "~'Mav;22` ,~  ~'! 
Williams Colou? Wader Walkafhon ~" "," ', ' "  M-iv~2'!~t;~ ~ '~ ' 
i + "¸"  , ~ * " '  
- -  - [  &TIIJF )RD ..... ;;,,, ..... . . . . .  ".. 1200 Wopt Oroadway. Vancouver g, S.C. (Phone738-9751) . .  
................. G RNMEmOFBROIBH =MBIA 
:. ,. ; . ,  ,. i %  ~ =, ,~= ...... !~  j ~  ~ :.'~':' : .:;',;~:,. ~ .,~;';::;-! i " 'Sp0n=omd bythe amateur sRortsorgenizatlons of the province end the '  ./,~ , r ' ....... i' ~:' 
- ~ . .  . • ,  , ~ 
. . . .  ........ " """ " "  "" ':" ' " ~ " " ' " ' : " ' :  . . . .  : "  ~ DEpARTMENToFTRAVEL INDUgTRY, .  f : "~"' =r''  r= : ~ 
' :; ~7~Advmigmmt'isnotp,bltshgdordisplay-0dbyth0 Ltgu0r~0,tr0l r '  " " " ' : X0n.W.K. Klorlien, Minist0r- R.B.Worley, goputYMinl l ter  i . : , "  • ..... ~,~, ....... ~,,~w,~,..~,,:;:,,.,~.;~.~,~=~.,:.~; Board dr by tlld.Gove':rnment o!British Cdurnbi~ ~.~ "~ ", . . . -  , . , ' . ,  
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~ent'd, from Page 1' : 
required for Mun. icipai 
~s; 
~, .THEREFOR. :[he 
! of the District of 
e in ,open meeting 
led enacts' as follow~: 
t Lot "A" of Lot. 22, 
Lot 361, Range 5,.Coast 
, Plan 6510 be sold to the' 
lis& Gibbs-Co. (B.C,) 
.Ltd. f0r the sum bf:'$87,001.00 
together ~th  interest atone per i
cent (1 per cent) over the prime 
he nk rate of interest established 
by the Bank of:Montreal at 
Vancouver, British Columbia, 
from time to time calculate(( 
~onthly not in advance from 
~e 9th day of January, 1970 to 
ate. 
. That the Mayor and Clerk of 
~e District of Terrace he and 
~ey are hereby empowered and 
irected to sign the necessary 
)rm of conveyance to transfer 
)e above described lot to the 
[acGillis & Gibbs Co. (B.C.) 
td. for the amount 
~reinhefore referred to. 
This By.Law may be cited 
; "Terrace Land Sale By-Law 
o. 587- 1971". 
EAD A FIRST TIME this 22nd 
~y of February, 1971. 
EAD A SECOND TIME this 
Ind day of February, 1971. 
EAD A THIRD TIME this 8th 
ty of March, 1971. 
ECONSIDERED AND 
INALLY ADOPTED this 22nd 
ty of March, .1971. 
Victor C.G. Jolliffe" 
'HE DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
BY-LAW NO. 584 - 1971 
BY-LAW TO ACQUIRE 
ERTAIN LANDS FOR 
[UNIC IPAL  ROAD 
URPOSES AND TO CONVEY 
SRTAIN OTHER LANDS IN 
XCHANGE THEREFOR 
WHEREAS it is deemed 
:pedient to acquire land 
Ijacent o Keith Road, in the 
strict of Terrace, Province of 
~itish Columbia, for an 
e;",ass; 
AND WHEREAS 
rangements have been made 
w n  :: 
Tenaee for the lands desir~l by 
the District of Torrace for the 
Purposejs of an overpass; " 
NOW THEREFOR the 
Council of the District. of  
Terrace in open meeting 
assembled HEREBY ENACTS 
AS 'FOLLOWS: " ; . . . .  
1. Pursuant to the provisions 
of Section- '513(1) ° of tbe 
Municipal Act; R.S.B.C. 1960, 
Chapter 255 and amendments 
theretp, the Council hereby 
acquires ;for the purposes of 
widening Kelth Road, in. the 
District of Terrace, those 
certain parcels or tracts of land 
situate, lying and being in the 
Municipality o f  Terrace, 
Province of British Columbia, 
more particularly known and 
described as: Those parcels of 
land marked as "road" on the 
plan of subdivision of Lot 2, 
Plan 2029 and Lot "B", Plan 
6510, District Lot 361, Range 5, 
Coast District, as shown on that 
certain plan drawn by Ian C. 
MacDonald, B.C.L.S~, and 
certified on the 25th day of June, 
1970. from the MacGillis & 
Gibbs Co. (B,C~Ltd. 
2. Pursuant o the provisions 
of Section' 509 (1) of the 
Municipal Ac.t, R.S.B.C. 1960, 
Chapter 255 and ~amendments 
thereto the Council hereby 
agrees to dispose of that 
particular parcel or tract of 
land more particularly known 
and described as: Lot "B" of 
Lot 22 of District Lot 361, (Plan 
966), Range 5, Coast District 
Plan 6510, in exchange for the 
lands referred to in the first 
Mayor paragraph ereof, 
'"signed" 3• That the Mayor and Clerk 
Clerk be empowered to affix the 
common sealof the Council to a 
Deed transferring the aforesaid 
Lot "B" to the MacGillis ~, 
Gibbs Co. (B.C.) Ltd. 
4. This By-Law may be 
referred to as "Land 
Acquisition and Exchange By- 
Law No, 584 -1971." 
READ A FIRST TIME this 22nd 
day, of February, 1971. 
READ A SECOND TIME this 
22nd day of February, 1971. 
READ A THIRD TIME THIS 
8th day of March, 1971. 
RECONSIDERED AND 
FINALLY ADOPTED THIS 
22nd day of March, 1971. 
"Victor C.G. Jolliffe" 
Mayor 
~ m t l l  
'There are 9,257. bottles in this pile collected last 
summer at Okanagan Lake Provincial Park.• 
Under British Columbia's Litter Act, beer and 
soft drink bottles are "returnable" and worth 
two cents each. 
Self-government 
Cont'd. from Page I 
three, tw0and one year terms of 
office respectively. 
Money referendums can then 
be held for such capital projects 
as sewage and water systems. 
Although the trustees will not 
be able to levy taxes for such 
projects they will forward the 
ratepayers demands to 
provincial officia is for 
approval• 
The• province will then allot 
required captial and adjust he 
.mill rate accordingly. 
"At least we'll have a 
governing body to handle our 
own affairs," Cleve said. 
Thornhill residents are 
currently taxed directly by the. 
provincial government. 
As an improvement district 
Thornhill will be in a position to 
encourage industry-currently 
non-existent i  the community. 
and the ability to control nearby 
crown land for its orderly 
residental and industrial 
development, he said. 
I prominent  commercsa l  
property owners for failing to 
take an active part in the 
movement• "They stand to gain 
the most through any form of 
incorporation," he said. 
He also accused Thornhill 
residents of apathy, charging 
that hey lacked interest to help 
themselves by becoming 
involved to an improvement 
district as raPidly as possible. 
The balance Of the work is  
being done by'a few people, he 
said. 
Asked whether the same job 
planned for the imporvement. 
district could, otherwise be 
carried out successfully by the 
regional district, Cleve sam: 
"The •regional• district takes 
care of a large area and can't 
effectively be concerned _with 
one little area.'" 
He closed his comments with: 
"There is no threat of higher 
taxes to residents under a water 
district." 
After an improvement 
district is formed taxes will be 
adjusted according to the 
Births 
SHANE - to Mr. and Mrs. Terry 
Shane, a daughter, on May 6th. 
FLETCHER - to Mr and Mrs. 
: Bill Fletcher, a son, on May 8. 
LOUIE. to Mr. and Mrs. Cillia 
Louie, a son, on May 8. 
ELWOOD - to Mr. and Mrs. 
Michael Elwood, a son, on May 
8. 
BRUCE - to Mr. and Mrs. 
Gregory Bruce, a daughter, on 
May .".10. 
HUSBERG - to Mr. and Mrs. 
Pat .Husberg, a daughter, on 
• May 10. 
CENTENNIAL MEMO 
The Bastion at Nanaimo, built 
in 1853 was relocated in 1991. It 
was built by Hudson's Bay 
Company to protect its coal 
miners. 
XXXX 
In 1897 Amor de Cosmos gave 
support in the House of 
Commons to a British Columbia 
petstion, signed by 1,500 
' Comm it: un f 
The Canadian Water :Ski i 
Association.: has: notifi~:l ';the 
Ter race  •Recreat ion  
Commission ~ that ~ their :  Rupert will be co-hosted by' 
travelling caravan will be  in: Kitlmat-Terrace Gideon~Camps: 
Terrace : (Lakeise Lake): on during a zone rally on May 15, at: 
June 30 and July 1. with w~iter Skoglund HotspHngs Resort, 
demonst ra t ions , '  shore  Keynote speaker,  is Doug 
workshops, land instruction, 
and film. For information phone Nanaiino; The Columbia Bible 
Terra ce Community: Centre, Scheolgroup will give a musical 
635-2344. " : recital. : . . . .  
SERVICE: 
, ca lendar  i ~''r:~':~ [ '; : SS00 ;'da~a,ge:ii: :: 
GiiJe0n!i:Camps fro'm;: ' l: ~i ; a~ident '  i he i, 01d 
Vandethooti-~[ Lakelae . . . . .  Prince" George, Lake.~Road;May 8ffi ' ~ 
Bulkley Valley,. and Prince resulted, in. $800 damages tea  
car driven by Ronald IUf~Jde ~ 
Terrace:': .... :: : ~/ : :~' :  ;:! 
Ritehie lost :control: ~ ~he 
vehicle he ~ was ;dri~dng o~; a 
,down .bill curve and Went ~f.:the 
road. ~- .. ~ .: ~ . /  
Kirkbride, a Gideon from He was eharged;¢ith failingS;:, • ! 
to drive wi th  due care and 
attention. . . . . .  ' : ~ ~i i 
NATIOHAL HOMES LIMITED 
The RIGHT Home for your Family? 
• Choose it from HAT IORAUs plans! 
~lmaginative designing showing a strong West Coast influence makes a National 
!factory.built home the family's proud possess en. The comfort and convenience built 
'into' every model makes for fine family living; the quality features, many of them 
exclusive 1o National, give what we believe to be the best value for your building 
dollar. 
Before yo. u buy or build any home, see Nafional's complete selection ef two, three and 
more oeoroom pians...see how complete a Nafiona I home package really is! Make the 
comparision with any on the market! 
LOCAL INFORMATION 
RUSS GATZKE 
635-6573 or 635-2G:*0 
[ 
I 
Mail This ¢ouPon_ 
NATIONAL HOMES L IMITED 
Box 245 Abbotsford, B.C.  
i 
r•k  
i '  
J Please send me National's catalogues of manufactured homes. 
I • J 
I NA E ......................... ............ i .... :" I 
i ADDRESS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
I 
Help in choosing a home 
for your family's needs; 
help in financing and 
mortgage 
arrangements...it,s all a 
part of NAT IONAL 's  
service. 
residents, asking that Chinese I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  PHONE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
trade certain lands now "signed" --APATHY~ capital works demands of the laborers be prohibited from [ T.O.H. I 
,ned by the District of Clerk Cleve criticized two ratepayers, he said . . . .  o working on the railway. 
• . . . .  : . . . . . .  . , ] ~,~ ~ ..~ ,, ,: ~ 
 iiiiii!i jj EAK Your 
• ; ;~:  : ~ ! ~ : ~  :~ ::~ :~ :~ : : : ~ ; :  ::~ :~:  :~: : ~ : i : .  , 
I 
The Famous   'LU, o IOTSPRINGs RSO ' Hoover Washer FREE STEAK "l  eR -,* 
Spin-Dryer o, 
* i ii ~ 
S~(oglu,i. Hotspri.gs ~ew ~ ~a.ager at 
clean, comfortable #IV#/as Yo~ to their 
surroundings to 
YOur free Steak d/nne~ enjoy 
Purchase a Hoover . . - - / :  r ,.. -S in lp Jy  
washer and get a free J 
I . . , . / •  • ~.,  
• Washes 24 lb. in 30 min. . Stainless steel tub 
• Exclusive pulsator action 
.s_ 189 ,s  r t i 
During our: 3rd s,o~ di,,er ' °~  ~ or  L ~I ~-  HOOVer, 
: i • ( Co"ste,atio. Vacuum O .oo,er u.right 
• , . . . . . .  Anniversary andget a free steak dinner for One. : . . . . .  : tOTtWO ':~ • ~ ~llh this .J :. .. , 
- . . . . . .  - : ' " " " . COffee, tea chOice, ba h Your ch 
" ~V.  ;:~ ~ or  mi lk .  . kedPOtato v~ith trim-. ° 'ca  of,. 
. '  : .... , . . . . .  " 3 Days Only MAY 13, 14, 16, :.: :~,~. . . . . . .  ..IL ~. , ' . :  
; . , .  ~ ' , ~ ' . : ,  , :~ ; .  ' , D INNER " 
' "" ":. '~  •""  * ...... :•ii~'!~:~.,', . fo r  one  
~',:~ " • ~ ~ ~%--q~r';~] . " : '  r '4 '~ ' :~ 4 ' ' " ' ' "  :This popular l itt le gem wi l l  give you years of .... ::~' " '" vWal~u~" I ' 
l i~,~ ~ J ~ ,  ~ ~ ; '  trouble,free help. .... . *~,.~ , " i,.: The Hoover is the only upright that  cleans 
IIl~l ~,'~ ~ ~ "  [ The only vacuum cleaner that glides on a cu'shion ~ ;~;~'J : ,carpets as good as the pro's do. The exclus ive ~ 
FREAE K ~ j  :,!i~i~':  :! action that beats'as-it'sweeps-a s-it-cleans gets to ~i~, .... ~ 
/!:ii : ~ :a[ 'a  tough s-t~r.e.t.c.h.a'.bJ.e hose that won't / " /~  ~: !he bottom of the soil and ge'ntly but thoroughly ~ '~,L" '~-~P '~:  ~' . , , L, r " ' ' : ' ' * '  
l l ~ ' ~ ~ "  I~INNER ,i!:' T ~ : .  kink. " i ~ ; ' ! " '  " ~"::/:'i' ~~  i~la'kes i f  a l l  out leav ing ,your  carpet l ike new ...... r " %' '  ' ' ' '  
f '  : ...... • ~ i~F '~. - -~-~ i . the  necessar~:itools ~ I ' ~  i ;i~;:~i~;;l~•:*:; ~: , 
, . . . . . . . .  : . ii:ii!;  , , 
I H / ,~ .  • 
4 , ,  ~ , 
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The Terrace Herald is a member of the Canadian Wee"y  Newspaper ' J l~'  O"  ~T" '  : / ~ ~ '  ' J~ ' (~ ' ]~ '* '  S ml  
~g" . ,  / ~ Association, The B.C. Weekly Newspapers' Assocation, and Varified Cir- 
I~  ~ ~ culation. Publi~ed every Monday and Thursday at 4613 Lazelle Ave., 
~ a ~ Terrace, B.C. Postage paid in cash, Return postage guaranteed. Second It's. only when you'.rd dying 
that you truly appreciate living. ~ .  class mail registration umber 1201,:  " ' 
" ~  ' GENERAL MANAGER • GORDON HAMILTON '. And I 'm dying right no@'. " . ' 
ADVERTISING MANAGER: BILL ~'ROENEN • . . EDITOR KAYCE WHITE; . Don't scoff. I mean R.~You'll 
be sorry, next weeklWh~n this 
~_Bus~essAddress:. ~13LazelleAve., Terrace, B.C. , ' , Phane:~,6~7" .  column'.spl ints as \a  heavy 
. . . . . . . .  ' - -  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~ hlaek border'aroun d;~t:, ~: .- 
O U R  OPINION X don't' want any 'e~0gies in 
, that  wh i te  Space .  ,~t  ~ leas t  
noth ing  fancy .  Noth in f f J i ke :  
"Here  l i es  a nob le  sou l  
Tel l  us moFe  Tornf romhisearth  ~ beforehis time;  
His words were n0thin~ .. 
But his soul sublime." :. 
• .- No, I don't really wa~t that 
" sort of thing. Although '~it' was 
Cle r my first s)Iggestion as \l ~ lay, ve  fe l low,  P remier  W.A.(~. Th is  is exce l lent  news.  Asschoo land  * , ,{ /gW#~r~]~4V'~ I gasping for breath, trying to 
Bennett, running advertisements atl property tax time draws near, we can ' ,., ~..,~. /./~~ 1 
I choke down the rye arid hot income tax time to remind British expect Mr. Bennett to run an , . .  ~ . '~lt4~ t/p,, ,.P 
water and honeyandlemdn lice Columbians how little of their annual advertisement comparing his grants that somebodyhas suggested to 
tribute he exacts, for education and municipal my wife mightsave me.: i ' " 
The B.C. share of income tax is 28 government with those of o thq  We compromised, a far  Some 
per cent, the minimum agreed upon by provinces. Some comparative figures discussion concerning ~ how 
Ottawa and the provinces. As the on health care would be interesting much a letter the tombstone 
man charges And I will ~]ay this 
advertisement says, this is a smaller too: and welfare. Maybe the urge to for my wife. She Wiped my-  
share than that claimed by the other inform will extend to explaining the forehead and brought me cups 
western provinces. It doesn't claim to financial situation of B.C. Hydro. • of tea while she 'sorted. t~ough 
be smaller than that taken by Ontario, Such things perpetually seem to my insurance policies ~. ~!. 
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward elude the members of the legislature We settled on: : ~.  -'.. 
After all ' - :  
Island, of course, because they, too, who ask questions when they meet to Bill knew • ~ 
tax  a t  the min imum rate .  approve  the government ' s  budget .  He'd din;" ' . . . .  :' 
Mr. Bennett explained his Mr. Bennett's new policy is highly So do you. "  • -. :i~ ~. 
advertisement was part of a plan "to commendable, even if it will cost a few It wasn't quite what I had in 
mind, but I do.n't quibble about keep people informed in B.C." The tax dollars to buy space; a steady flow these things, and I did like the 
longer he remains in public life the of informative advertisements will last line. Also, we save~! $367.80 
more he is convinced that this is good, show that there is more to it than mere o, the lettering. Tbat'~ almost 
he added. And we are going to see more politics, enough to buy an automatic 
dishwasher. Let's Put first of it. Vancouver Sun 
A Stern Look 
Hot pants will attract the attention oi ~ 
the average North American male, but 
the best way to hold his attention is the 
mini-skirt. 
That was the conclusion of a 
specialist in girl-watchers, 
management consultant Robert Nolan. 
His firm, Serge A. Birn Co. Inc. of 
Louisville, Kentucky, specializes in 
improving office productivity. 
Although Nolan gives the nod. to hot 
pants over the mini-skirt, he says 
"both are extremely detrimental to 
efficiency." 
Nolan is the same man who reported 
last year that men could waste up to an 
hour a day working in an office with 
mini-skirted girls. We figure his 
statistics are conservative--unless the 
men he observed were very old or the 
girls were built like bean bags. 
In his study of the mini-skirt, Nolan 
separated the distractions into three 
categories: glances, double-takes and 
continuous observation. 
Now Nolan has compiled a new 
report on hot pants. The new study, he 
says, gives the same number of 
glances and double-takes for hot-pants 
as minis, but "lower anticipatory 
time" reduces the impact of 
continuous observation. 
On the average, he says, continuous 
observation is down 22 per cent, from 
69 to 54 seconds. Men know they won't 
be seeing more "when the girl in hot 
pants bends over the water cooler or 
stoops to open a file." 
"Ideally, offices that .  put 
productivity over frivolity should ban 
both the mini and hot pants and insist 
upon more moderate fashions," said 
Nolan. 
Male staff at the Herald voted 
unanimously in favor of banning Mr. 
Nolan and his studies.. 
No informatiori is available on 
whether Nolan and his firm were paid 
to conduct the survey. 
In my view: Nadine Astute 
Some people travel around 
the world to go on safari and 
spend an exorbitant amount of 
money on fares and equipment. 
It isn't necessary. You can get 
the same thrill of the hunt in 
your own bedroom. 
My trophies may not be as 
spectacular nd don't have the 
conversation value of a lion skin 
stretched taught on a den wall 
or a Springhook head with 
tapered horns staring in 
beheaded splendor from a lofty 
nail but the same excitement is 
mine.  
A big game hunter with bear 
skin rugs tickling his toes knows 
no greater pleasure and pride 
than this little game hunter who 
has executed the same daring 
and skill. 
• The price of my safaris are 
minimal.,reduced to the odd 
laugh, out loud i have the 
singular feeling some of them 
mb their front feet together in 
glee at some of my nocturnal 
antics. 
Unlike the comeraderie 
injoyed onsafari I hunt alone. It 
would be delightful to have 
company 'but usually the rest 
of the family is sound asleep 
when my stalking starts. 
When preparing for any hunt 
special arrangements must be 
made in advance. My 
equipment is always at bedside 
in readiness for the first sign of 
my intended prey. 
Because of 
Because my hunt is nocturnal 
I first retire. Most hunters 
would think my weapons highly 
watch in pleasure as the sixth 
leg stops kicking. T.he carca.~ 
in its entire, form is mounted 
on the wall for me to stand back, 
arms folded, and gaze at 
tomorrow in pride. I chortle 
with satisfaction and climb 
wearily back into my bed. 
Ten minutes later, 
penetrating that twilight zone of 
half-sleep, I hear again the 
penetration of that gas t.ly. 
whine. I gasp in disbelief. 
AV/otner mosquito has eased 
his way through the window 
screen. 
My slipper is across the room. 
I pick up the magazine and put 
my feet on the cold floor. The 
hunt is on again. 
conventional because they 
comprise a slipper and G i r l s  are  magazine but like all missiles 
Good Samaritan- or Sucker ? 
Defence lawyer Daniel Rossa 
was hard on the court and soft 
on the culpable. He was grey 
and hunched and small with 
heavy lidded gloomy eyes and a 
mouth that turned down 
hopelessly at the corners. 
Before he spoke you would 
imagine his voice as a feeble 
wren among the reeds. In fact 
he was silver-tongued with a 
broque-dipped eloquence. 
When he smiled at you in Irish, 
which was frequently, you had 
the impression that some 
enchantment had been worked 
before your eyes. 
Like any barrister worthy of 
that title, he espoused grandiose 
and lost causes and expected to 
be paid for it. 
Some years ago, while 
attempting to tie up his boat at 
Ambleside Dock in West 
Vancouver, he was approached 
by a police officer who asked if 
he would rescue two teenagers. 
Their sail ing dinghy had 
capsized about a mile off shore 
at the foot of Seventeenth 
Avenue in West Vancouver. 
The tide was ebbing strongly 
under Lions Gate Bridge and 
was being turned back by a big, 
mean, westerly gale. Rossa's 
boat was an eighteen foot cabin 
cruiser. He doubted whether he 
could get to the kids. 
The policeman said the 
search and rescue boat had to 
come around from Stanley Park 
and it seemed unlikely that it 
could make it in time. 
Oh, well, if that's the case," 
Rossa, and headed out to sea. 
While performing the 
successful rescue, Rossa's boat 
got bunged. The seas were so 
• large that while attempting to 
return to Ambleside, which, 
incidentally, proved impossible, 
he was forced to take refuge 
behind Dunderave ~Pier. The 
boat fell offa wave. It slammed 
into another one and a 
mahogany sidewing on Rossa's 
boat was cracked through its 
entire length. 
The sodden kids crawled UP 
over the side and Rossa smiled 
his Irish smile as they thanked 
him. 
Later, he got an estimate for 
repairs, and asked the West 
Vancouver • chief constable 
whether there was provision for 
reimbursing citizens who 
BY KAYCE WHITE  
known, rightly or wrongly, to be 
the lower mainland leader in 
many fields, there is a law 
which purports' to reward 
citizens who take on the 
generally rewardless job of 
being a policeman. 
It doesn't help the hundreds of 
citizens who •each year 
spontaneously take on the 
equally thankless jobs usually 
performed by firemen, Red 
Cross workers, St." Johns 
Ambulance workers or armed 
forces personnel. 
Which leads to the question: 
If you get into trouble, whosel,'. 
fault is it and should tsxpayers ~ 
shell out money to get you off a 
mountain, out of a lake, out of 
the woods, out of the chuck? Or 
should you be charged with the 
costs? 
Or should there be somebody 
to decide whether it was your 
fault, and, if so, assess you a 
fine big enough to reduce the 
risk of your repeating your 
mistake? 
Most people know that it's 
easy to get lost on a mountain or 
swamped in a boat. The 
sensible ones know about maps 
and lifejackets. 
In Rossa's case,by the way, 
the kids he dragged out of the 
water weren't  wearing 
lifejackets because they hadn't 
carried any with them. In a 
small beat. On a had day. 
Labrador aircraft, which are 
commonly flown on rescue 
missions, cost $1,100 an hour. 
That's minimum. They can add 
to it with additional equipment 
and personnel. 
Nobody's arguing about the 
merit of rescuing people in 
peril. But should the charge for 
a knucklehead who gets himself 
into danger by f lagrant ly  
avoiding the rules of safety be 
the same as for a poor soul who 
is taking all necessary 
precautions and becomes 
the idiot hunters who gun each 
other down be allowed to bear 
arms? Should slip-shod sailors 
be allowed to leave shore 
without either charts and 
adequate safety gear or the 
knowledge that they might have 
to pay for their inadequacies? 
entrapped by unexpected 
circumstances? 
got the moxey to carry a 
compass or l isten to the 
morning small craft bulletin 
supplied by any radio .station 
within tuning distance. 
Agreed, its easy to get lost. I 
do it myself. I got lost in my 
bedroom once. It took me 
fifteen minutes to find the light 
switch. But it didn't cost eleven 
hundred bucks an hour to find 
me. 
It hasn't cost the taxpayer a
• nickel to rescue me from 
anything so far. Agreed I 
seldom head out into the bush 
or float away to sea. 
But if I headed into the bush 
with anything, less than the 
Terrace RCMP for company, or 
drifted out on the tide in 
anything less substantial than, 
say, one of the larger P & O 
Liners, you can be sure I'd have 
lifejackets up to my eyelashes 
and compasses down to my 
knees. 
So, what d0YoU think? Should 
Conscience 8, Comment 
by Rev. K. Neill I:~ster 
_ Richmond; California -. 
Here in the San Francisco Bay 
area within sight of the 
downtown skyline God is doing 
His thing; it may go unreported 
and unrecognized but a quiet 
revolution is on. 
California is the state where 
President Nixon has come to 
spend the week-end and to 
create enough headl ines to 
• drown the  antics of the 
Washington war protestors in a 
And should people who help 
those maladroits out not be paid 
for their services? 
It took Rossa ten months to 
things first, ' 
There's been a lot written 
about the rights of spring; 
poetry, music and Stuff' like 
that. To be dying of the 'flu is 
one of  the rights of spring in 
Canada. It's one of ~the few 
inalienable rights wer have left. 
Oh, there are other .:ights of 
spring in this country, but 
they're becoming polluted like 
everything else. 
There's the right in go trout 
fishing on Opening Day. This 
was once an indefinable and 
inexplicabledelight. Nowadays, 
it's about as thril l ing as 
climbing onto a subway train at 
rush hour. 
There's the right to go out and 
The charge to the taxpayers, get inadequate compensation, shovel and sweep back onto the 
that is. Should you help your fellow road all the sand the 
Oh, its taxpayers who get losk • man? . . J t  might~,not payo-~..~. ,.,,..~sn0wblower has thrown up on 
• all ri,,ht But more" often ~thari "~: '......... "~ ,~ ......... '~'" ~'~," '.o :/'.~', ~-L.~yo~, lawn: during the winter 
not, its taxpayers who haven't This has a tendency to pall after Men keep the first five or six years. 
• in one of these churches and the 
opportunity to feel the pulse, 
our first-hand o~ervatmn is 
this: In the state that has had 
more than its share of nuts and 
revolutionaires, assassins and 
wierdos, the Almighty is quietly 
at work. Across a broad 
spectrum of churches there is a 
deepening of spiritual concern, 
a blossoming spiritual revival. 
Reason enough for optimism 
and hope, And for all her faults, 
• a heart-felt "God bless 
wives fa t  
ANN ARBOR, Mich. 
Men with fat wives, in many 
cases, have no one to blame but 
themselves for their spouse's 
shape, a University of Michigan 
sociologist says. 
Prof. Richard Stuart, co- 
author of the forthcoming book, 
Behavioral Control of Over- 
eating, says the husband who 
needles and berates his wife for 
being fat .may be the main 
reason she became and stayed 
that way. 
In researching his •book, 
Stuart said, he found some men 
who want to maintain their 
wives' ex{ra poundage as a 
"personal, one-upmanship." 
Others, he said, believe it keeps 
the women from becoming 
promiscuous, while still others 
find their overweight wives 
attractive- simply because they 
are fat. 
In helping more than 200 
women shed 30 to 40 per cent'of 
their excess weight during the 
There's the' right to cheat on 
your income tax. This used to be  
:lay rigerre, as we used to say, 
but so many people are oomg ~t 
"now that it's passay, as we say 
now.  
There are all sorts of Other 
spring rights, like giving birth 
to twin lambs, going for a swim 
as soon as the ice goes out, or 
discovering that your kid ~has 
quit university a week before 
final exams. 
But we're not all cut out for 
these things: They're sort of 
spotty. The only spring right 
that has not been interfered 
with by government  big 
buisness, labour unions or the 
women's lib is the ordinary 
Canadian's spring right of dying 
from the 'flu. 
I think it's probably the iast 
spring right we ' l l  have in 
prepetuity. And I think it's 
fitting that we should. ~ 
Practically anybody can die 
of practically an~;thing these 
days according' to the experts. 
And they're probably right 
though I have yet to l~nown an 
expert  to be r ight about 
anything. " 
course of a year study, Stuart But to die of the 'Flu every 
says he found the co-operation spring is something that's fairly • 
and encouragement of precious to us Canadians and I 
husbands, as well as friends and hope the advertising • agencies' 
c~workers, essential to his 'don't catch on to i U or they'll 
patients' success, spoil the whole doleful business 
"We don't assume a fat 
person lacks self-control," he 
said. "We feel his over-eating is 
a 'conSequence of what is 
presented to him in his 
environment, particularly t~ 
Can't you see the ads? 
"COME TO CANADA FOR A 
NEW THRILL] INSTANT 
INFLUENZA!"  P robab ly :  
sponsored by "drink Canada 
dry" and "relax with Canadian 
club." The Yanks would flock bruise in fact. Whereas it costs 
a:small fortune to have a moose 
head mounted to hand in the 
hail, my taxidermy costs 
nothing because ! can mount he 
whole beast without needed to 
skin or stuff. 
There are others advantages 
too in staying home to hunt. A 
hunter inquest of grizzly or goat 
can stalk his quarry only during 
they do an excellent job. J~i"~ 
The first indication that my s___r cyclists 
prey is approaching is a high- 
pitched whine that goes in one Early in 1970 the Home and 
ear and doesn't come out the School Section of B.C. Safety 
other. And first inclination is to Council embarked on a major 
forget the whole thing and let •program of bicycle research. 
the creature live, pull the B.C. Telephone Printed a 
covers up over my head and go school bicycle safety form 
back tosleep, but the persistent which made..it pessihle to 
proximity of the beast jolts me survey one school in each school 
suffered financial loss while 
carrying out public service at 
the request of a police officer. 
There wasn't. Their answer 
fairly implied that he was after 
blood money. 
Then there was this lengthy 
correspondence with West 
Vancouver  po l i ce  
commissioners, who denied all 
sea of ink. 
It is also the. state where 
maver ick  Reupub l i can  
Congressman Paul . H. 
~ McCloskey regularly threatens , 
to start impeachment 
proceedings agius the President 
or to run in next spring's~ 
primaries against the Chief 
Executive. 
America." 
certain seasons and must obey to action, district in British Columbia. liability for the damage to California is the home ~' of 
Rosaa's boat. Berkeley where just the other . regulations pertaining to size To the tune of n~y husbands Mark Ryan, B.P.E., a 
and sex. None of these :snores I leap over him, off the masters student a t  the Rossa, however(was a boat day an Air Force recruiter was 
restrictiousa ly. to me' Once bed to the window ,,- ,~- ~, University of British C nl-,~k;~ owner ,  with the inhererR stabbed to death by a youthful • . PP . • . , -,. . . . .  . , . v . . . . , . .~  . . . , , ~, • , , ,  , 
my prey is sounded or sighted I chair, down on my knees on the is  researching •both the surve~ protective instructs ~ of. every as.sailant ~whoscreamed, , He~ 
1 f nor and t - man wno nas ever gone down to 5v,,, s ,,, ,,,~ ,,,. o ev,-B ,,, ,-~ can stalk and ki I at will. 1 , the whole while flailing he accident report forms ,h~ o ~ . . . .h .~ n~d ..,.~ . . . . .  He's sendin~ neonle to 
• ! haveread many accounts of my arms in a slipper-wielding using the university's computer "~ ' . . "  %"'~ o.,,v,~yu ,uL~t .. ~r~.,~. m .... .o ,- , -  
big game hunters tracking for movement that seems to under the supervision offaculty ~.venma~.~y, wna$ wire "~ '_~ ,7_,_.~ . . . . .  _ _ _ .  __~ 
days and then having to engender new vitality into my member R.W. Schutz. By mid. po|ieemen emg numan after ,The. '  ~ .~ .a~ amp ~l~w,.~ 
determine the direction of the prey which becomes faster and summer answers to more than all, it was agreed that if he me.mppje movement, ,a lga t- 
• widd b'nd.'so on...No similar more elusive 1950questiousahoutwhere Wh,, (Rossa) would submit a bill for Asnnury ,  ~oi iy, .w.o0a, .  
problems affect me when I .... Gottcha,', Iwheezeaslslam and how uf bicycle acc iclenis the charter of his boat (in the Dis neyhnd, randl ' M.arinehhd; ) ' 
selecLa specimen for the kill " the slipper aginst he wall But will be available ' amoun(of the repairs) it could ann it. i s  _ me nome oz 
because ~ my!quarry first seeks:,.i~!i~e:i:~hine plays, on from a ~,'~ one item was hand:tahuiate~ " (and pnssibly would) be paid. : unnumbered : radicals:  .:and, 
me ~t ,"  Bifl, nevei ~. ~l ieve that :!diff~eh[ :dlrecton Undsunt~l I :on the School Survey. accidents " "That was"some time ago. t'eyplutinnaries.~But it'.. is ~also • 
rd'""~ '~isi i 't  aS wad/ f leetand : Stalk again Wham a~aln and I by tYl~ of bicYcle and Sex ~:  :!•' 0hiy 'recently, ~'and. only in ,::~ ' here,  tha't.:: we.  find ~ growing , ypey  _ .. _ . .~ _ . .~ . . ,  . : , :- .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . .  . . . .  " : ~ .... . . . .  .: show . . . .  ~ . . . . .  , :.onelcorner~of British Columbia, ~ ~ church.es, thousands of them. It as.alert~ as~any other species, break the/ace of theclock asit  , ed  that out.0f 26,524 mkle ,. ~,., . . . . . .  ..~, . . .  . , .~ .~.~, , t . . . , ,~  ~,,~,. - . . ,~,. ,  
" " :  . . . .  "~ " '  ' " "  ' " ' " '  " ~ '  • " .  . . . .  , ' • - ' ' ' " : - ~ . , :  " . . ,m~r  S ra in  n e o n .  u o n e  t 'ma.v,~,.vw-v*,~-,~.-5,,~,,--,~,.' know n ..to:ma~.even more .so. hite~the:~flo~r. Wham. ,Wham:, ~i.students,' 12,2 percent.had:an !: ,.- .., ~. ,~  ...... g. . :  .~: o . .  ,_,__:, ;~: = . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  .~: ..... 
;/~4n_other :.~..~ d.!s c.oncer ting: ~ W~m.  I listen, No whine. My :.ace!dent. ~ Out of 21 068: girl: ~ reimburse: c!uzens W.~o rz~htly...,, ~oo~,~:~,~. rn~U~st0~r~. .  
~dV~intagel is mat~altbougn.I~.i lustf0r bmodhasbeenappeaS~d:: Students, :7.59 percent;had ~:an. '~ .wr°ns 'Y '  tape on me,ro!e or..,. ~?y,.-,..-,:,.~..a.~. -,..~)T:-.,:, ~,.,, 
• im'~bi~ never ,:heai'd :.:my prey ,  .and th6 ereature •is dead ' . I !  accident, . , ' . : .... : ..., : pum!o.-nemnqer,•':,i,-, :'.• : ' :iw~f~lrTa ~k'~en~t';mme•rsi'oh ' 
, ,' In vancouver  wmcn nas ~een 
people heis exposed to/, 
t 
in, •• .~' 
THURSDAY,  MAY 13~ 1971 
The signs of spring are rampart hroughout the 
area--even among the lowly skunk cabbage. 
'ii'you have a move,in your 
future, the results of a survey on 
household moving by members 
of the Consumers' Association 
of Canada might be of interest 
to you. A basic knowledge of 
what is involved can save you 
trouble and money. 
The usual way of shipping 
household goods is by moving 
van • and Consumers' 
Association advises that you 
should ask for and investigate 
references of the firms you 
intend asking to submit 
estimates. A re~utable firm will 
have no object=on to supl~ying 
you with the names of a few of 
their clients and you cam check 
with these people for 
information on the type of 
service supplied by the firm. 
Shop for movers just as 
carefully as you do for other 
services. 
'Moving companies will 
supply you with a free estimate 
on the approximate cost of your 
move.. Be suspicious Of. any 
unreasonably low bids. On a 
normal long distance move, a 
trained estimator can judge the 
charges fairly accurately but 
you,must realize that this is not 
a final figure-- just an educated 
guess. 
Enquire about, extra costs. 
Packing and extra 'insurance 
f are two td take- ' into 
conside~'ation. 
Packing is available for both 
• local and long distance moves 
and the charge is usually by the 
container. You can pare your 
bill if you do some of your own 
packing -- but remember, an 
owner-packed carton is your 
responsibility. It will be marked 
"owner packed" on the 
inventory. Full responsibility 
can only be accepted by the 
carrier when packing is done by 
the company. 
Most people feel that once 
their household goods are in the 
carrier's possession, the firm is 
financially responsible for 
them. Nothing could be farther 
from the truth. Just 30 cents per 
pound "released value" is the 
maximum for which movers 
are liable for loss or damage to 
goods for both local and long 
distance moves. It is wise to 
consider bringing your 
protection closer to full 
coverage. You should receive a
copy of the agreement covering 
your declaration of value and 
the amount should appear on 
the face of the bill of lading 
before you sign it. 
On the day of the move, you or 
someone in authority should 
supervise the moving. The 
movers will make notes on the 
llerald staffer Bill Groenen caught the plant 
unfolding its leaves in the Terrace sunshine. 
condition of your furniture amd 
you will be asked to sign to show 
agreement that some things are 
marred, scartched or shipped. 
If you do not agree with these 
remarks - now is the time to 
discuss it, not after the move. 
On delivery day, you or your 
authorized agent must be on 
hand when the movers arrive. 
Supervise the unloading and 
indicate where each of the 
larger articles of furniture 
should be placed. When the 
furniture is unloaded, you 
should inspect i to see if there is 
any additional damage. You 
will be asked to sign a form 
saying you have received and 
inspected the goods. If you 
haven't had time to really look 
it over, write on the form 
"subject to hidden damage" 
and note any visible damage or 
loss in writing. Your notations 
do not constitute a claim but are 
merely a record of fact. The 
mover can deny a claim if 
damage or loss is not noted at 
the time of delivery. 
As an industry, ~e  moving' 
people in Canada seem to 
honestly try to do a professional 
job. If there is one guiding rule 
to cover all aspects of moving 
from your point of view, it is to 
be aggressive and read the fine 
• print. 
• - .  , . 
t . . . . . . .  . 
TERRACEHERALDI TERRACE~ B.C. 
Moore    accuses 
• -.,-f • umon,  o- f lcal  s 
IWA Regional President Jack ma.jorit~ of the Chemainus 
Moore has accused officers of. employ~s, 
the pulp and Paper Workers of . Moore said the purpose of the 
Canada of cheating and lying to  PPWC officers in submitting 
their members tp consolidate the application and lying to 
their position in. office: !~ their members .was ~in ho~ of 
• Moore charged that  the creating 'strife i in ' the forest 
PPWC officers deliberately lied industry unions .which would 
to their members in claiming enable them to consolidate heir 
that they had a majority whet position in off ice.  
applying for certification of the Their action, Moore stated, 
emoloyees at MacMillan has cheated PPWC members 
Bleedel's Chemalnus Sawmill . out'of thousands Of dollars of 
Division held by L0cal :1-80 , • union funds which could have 
IWA. been better used to service the 
• organization and to  help 
organize the unorganized 
workers in the forest industry. 
POPULATION FIGURE 
, The population ofSingapore is
. .about wo million, ' , 
He stated that his Charge whs 
substantiated by the action of 
the Labour Relations Board last 
week which flatly rejected the 
PPWC's al~plication because 
the union had failed to sign up a 
1 
'~Rep lar  =639 
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Be your own master on this super-lightweight 
that goes where you want to go 
PAGE 5 _ I~ 
Met. service 
ceniury old i 
OttaWa, May 1,  197t-One 
hundred years ago this m0fith,. 
weather.forecasting got lts~ 
"official start in Canada. I t  all 
began with a $5,000 grant to 
establish the Canadaln 
Meteorological Service wiLh a 
staff of three-and with an 
overwhelming task in  a vast, 
four:year-old nation. 
The subsequent development 
of meteorology in general and 
the  CMS in particular, could 
never have been envisaged by 
~e early meteorologists. , 
Today, satellites and 
computers are normal tools of 
theprofession asthe CMS, with 
a staff of 2,300 and an annual 
budget of $38 million, gathers, 
interprets and exchanges 
weather data on a global basis. 
Asp i r ing  " " . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  i~;i: 
r 
'. L,. , .... .- 
Of': ' specialinterest"; o the .S~di :e~i~ie  ~• i I i ,  
aspiring ~ musician is : the playing wi l lb~; lnelu~i~ 
extensive range instruction To  round ~eut~the,~ m~sic; ' i 
available this summer at the  .~ctiou, the Scl~oolis'f~rl~tel : 
Okanagan Summer ScHool. of I. tohave three~trui  n:t0"#~tbe~ 
the Arts. ' Band Workshop.ill:The .director 
Audrey Pigg0tt, will conduct will be Randall R~hill,~: co-: 
a one-week strings program at _ordi~tor._.of/.m.us!c ifor. ~_~i • 
the school. "/ 
For  .the guitar enthusiast, 
Mansel Davies is being brought 
from his regular pest at C.algary 
Sch®! Board's Adult Education 
division., i 
Pianist Edward Lincoln,' 
direetor of the Western Board of 
Renton, Washington pub l i c ,  i ! i~ .  
schools. A portion"0f the!. 
workshop will be under William /~, 
• Ingles of Calgary, amemher-~0f ~:~ 
the staff at Mount Royal C,0llege ;/~: 
Conservatory/."; of : Music. 
Instruction i woodwinds Will be ?~':" 
by Nichael Purves-Smith,  '~:;i!"ii i '; 
active in many band and. ~*~! . 
orchestral groups in and around ' :i~ 
Vancouver, 
The Okanagan Summer  
School of the Arts will operat~ ::~ !~ 
from July 12 to 31 in Pentieton,' : :i • 
B.C. ; 
Music at the University of 
Alberta, will be part of the 
school staff for a eeeonci time. 
The format for this ceurse is 
concentration on overall 
instruction on technique, 
in terpretat ion"  and  
I 
• = 
: ,  , . )  
highway performance. The trail blazing "features, power and ~ 
advantages of renowned Yamaha Trail series meet or beat the' 
toughest specifications ever of any bike in 90cc class. Built for 
safety, performance and economy, motor-cyclist will want to ride 
i;~ ¸  . ~ 
) , 
Are you ready to really go with this super-lightweight designed on this model. Its styling and handling ease make it a new 
and engineered for rough trail work? Outstanding for street and champion in its class. 
$ e.s 2 ,89 PUDDINGS 6~or 1 Grade 'A '  med. Samson,s Parfa i t  Robin Hood var iet ies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
BURNS MEATS 
canned, 4 var iet ies ,  15 oz tins . . . . . . . . . . .  
r~ 
enmr~= ~'~ ~ 
q ~ q ~ a / i m b  
Nescafe instant  10 oz, Ja r  . . . . . . .  2~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
LUNCHEON MEAT 
. . . . . . . .  3,0 Sl 
1.79 
Kam, 12 oz. tin: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
LIBBYS YEGETABLES S $1 
Canned 14 oz. t ins, 5 var iet ies . . . . . . . . . . . .  " "  For 
oz  =. ner. 
66 SHAKE-N-BAKE 2 ,4! 
Asstd. 21/2 OZ. Pkts. 
WHPAeee 2 69 OETEnSEHT ,§! 
Refil ls, cut-r i te 100 ft. rolls . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  For  • L iquid Thr i f t ,  24 oz size. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
sum,0, 4 
Gags, Zee•white,  pkgs. 30s ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
DETERGENT 
Bold King Size pkg. • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
GAINSBURGERS 
69 e, OKLeS 41 For  • Gherkin Co.op 16 oz. Jars / • 
. . . . . . .  ~ : . . . . : :  . . . . . . .  
1 79 aems " ii:i 6! • Dill Bicks, Polski, or Plain 32 oz. jar. ;r L" ' ~ " " " i 
OOFFEE 
Dog food Beef f lavor  36 oz. pkg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , 8 9  Co-op Regular  or f ine 1 lb. Pkg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I IO~ 
,o , , , , , ,  o,,,o,s 
29 391 - -v  ~.  .=  ~e:'2 ,~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  = 
GREEN ONIONS 
OR 
RADISHES/ ,25 
BANANAS ~o,.o. r ipe OUOUMBERS 
:i ¸ 
.~ 
• .. -,j 
[ 7 $1 .36 , _ ] No. 1 . . . .  Lbs. Long Engl ish . . . . . . .  ea.I ! 
° ° ° ~ ° ° ° ° ° *  =**= = = =**~ • ; :a  ~ ~  i 
O O O O 4 P ' O O O O O O O ~ , 4 1 ~ p .  
ROAST ,o*~o,, //:i:? a= Dlnnu ~w,,,~or ~ !i 
~fresh . . . . . . . .  :,~,. . . . . . . .  Lb . . . . . .  ~: . . . . . . . . .  i l i l~U nvwn Lazy Map le ,  sl iced i lb. Pkg;  . :  / 
~S , :  :HAMS Ournsdifl 1 2 9  HAM ~"*" '  ' ~  • ': R.T.E.  Cr . . . . . . . . . .  Lb.  II Cooked, sl iced 6 oz. pktsi: ; ; . ' .  . ~i 
~|AP CHEESE B,,o,, 79 ::,rS~:iJ he piece ' i  STEAKETTES ~:ril~i ~' . . t l , , . to , ,  i 
: FOWl  Cut.up tray pack ,,~ 
Pork . . . . . .  ;.; . . . . . . .  : . . -  . . . . . . . . .  Lb. | ,for fr icassee or  ste I~ 
i T 'd -  Inmsmmi ....... 
I • 1 ~!~iiisimeni is .npt.p'i¢lshed 0rdisplayed by the Liquor Control Board 0; b'y the Government ofBdtish Columbia .~: ..... =,.~_ ~w~,~;~ '/::~;:~',: ;~', ! ;';!*/~;!~'i/7, ' •  i ' •; ; 
I 
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Avoid disaster. 
study for marriage 
A businessman does not 
venture into a new operation 
before completing a feasability 
study nor should a young couple 
marry before they take similar 
precautions. 
The Adult Education 
Department of School District 
88 in co-operation with the 
Terrace Ministerial Association 
is holding a seminar on 
marriage preparation, al 
Caledonia Senior Secondary 
School, Terrace at 7:30 p.m. 
May 18 
It will offer "a low down on 
the problems newly-weds will 
face "and offer helpful 
suggestions and useful 
discussion by resource, people 
competent in the field. 
Hugh Power, seminar public 
relations officer, said: "Too 
many oung people are jumping 
into marriage with little or no ' 
counselling and are not aware ! 
of the problems that encompass I 
marriage. 
"The only group that does any 
counselling is the church. 
And that on a very limited basis 
because couples are ready to 
marry and any counselling at 
that stage doesn't have much 
effect," he said. 
The seminar isan exploratory 
program for people who are 
either just married or planning 
to marry. 
It will aid couples to 
understand and accept 
themselves and their partners, 
to form positive attitudes about 
family life, parenthood, 
sexuality, finance and how to fit 
them into today's complex 
society. Power said. 
The seminar will also touch 
on the awareness and 
understanding of the spiritual 
dimensions of the marriage 
relationship. 
The success of the seminar 
will determine continuance of
similar seminars in the future. 
The seminar will provide a 
means to discuss and solve 
problems, Power said. 
He said family break-downs 
are increasing in this district at 
the same rate as they are 
elsewhere in the province. 
While he offered no statistics 
to support his statement, 
TranSpOrt 
exciting 
OTTAWA Transport 
Minister Don Jamieson 
announced this week that he 
had approved the proclamation 
of the week of May 16 to 22 as 
National Transportation Week 
in Canada. 
Mr. Jamieson, who is this 
year's honorary chairman of 
National Transportation Week, 
said the purpose of the week is 
lo give public recognition to 
those who keep Canada on the 
move - the approximately 
60O,000 Canadians who work in 
the field of transportation. 
"Great challenges are posed 
by transportation i Canada 
and the roles of those involved 
in this growing field are 
demanding ones," commented 
Mr. Jamieson. "The size of our 
country and the rigours of our 
Climate are such that the 
obstacles we face in the 70's are 
not common to most other 
advanced countries. The 
pursuit of our transportation 
goals is thus both an onerous 
and exciting task requiring 
energy and imagination." 
The idea of a National 
Transportation Week originated 
with the 'rrallm Club at 
Montreal and the first we held 
in 1969. The project is endorsed 
and supported by various 
chambers ofcommerce, boards 
of trucking associations 
and the Canadian Industrial 
Traffic League, as well as 
universities and other bodies 
concerned with research and 
education related to transport. 
In proclaiming National 
Transportation Week, Mr. 
Jamieson expressed the hope 
that all Canadians would 
support special activities that 
will take place throughout the 
week in parts of Canada to 
promote a greater awareness of
the important part played by 
transportalion i  their daily 
lives. 
, "2' i:. 
B.C. OAIRY COWS 
SET NEW RECORDS 
B.C. dairy cow~ ~ ~ontlnue to 
set new-records in the 
pro~l~ctlo~ o f  milk and 
bu|t ~'/i~. ~A~'repor t released by 
J,A~!Maee, ,Superintendent of 
Dairy,i ~Herd Improvement 
Servle~'ish~s ihat'the .~ I.W0 
1-; . ll¢+lall, ++vlv~'u.,~.tl~o t/ll I,+Ok,VlUO ' I 
~i:,": 13, 24¢ lbs. 0f:milkiand 502 lbs. 
.... bf. butterfat, ~::i The average i 
butterfaf.' ¢0ntent :of the milk 
• + was 3:79~perecnt , -~!  : • :, 
statistics provmea by the 
Dominion Bureau of Statistics 
show steadily increasing 
divorce rate throughout he 
province. 
Power said the purpose of the 
seminar isto encourage healthy 
marriages. 
If the project is successful, 
further seminars will be held 
not only in the marriage 
preparation field but in related 
social areas. 
Dr. H. Battle will discuss 
medical problems that arise in 
marriage; Mrs. D. Battle, a 
teacher, will disclose the effects 
of family life on a ehilds 
learning abilities; Mr. E. 
Bergman, a vocational 
counsellor, will talk on the 
effects on families of career 
choices and unemployment. 
Father Bob Sweeny will discuss 
the spiritual aspects of family 
life; Dave Esua, a businessman 
from Kitimat will speak on 
family budgeting and financing. 
Mrs. B. James a nurse and 
housewife will inform those 
attending on practical 
household matters and what it 
means to raise a family. 
The seminar will also disclose 
where resource people can be 
found for couples wishing to 
seek additional counselling 
advice. 
J CROSSWORD PUZZLE ] 
ACROSS 
1. Annoy 
6. Individual's 
character 
10. Steve or 
Fred 
11. Lawful 
12. Be 
outstanding 
(3 wds.) 
14. Harness 
strap 
15. Actress 
Sandra 
16. Graceful 
tree 
19. Gather 
crops 
21. Was idle 
23. Wyatt - -  
27. Firm 
28. Become 
tangled 
29. Word after 
grace 
30. Boat basin 
31. Paradise 
33. Speck 
3~. Singular 
37. Apiece 
39. Polltleian'a 
promises 
(4 wds,) 
44. Ward 
off 
45. ~nearthly 
46. Take on 
cargo 
47. Cuts 
DOWN 
1. Piece of 
butter 
2. Guldoninn 
note 
3. Wapiti 
4. Swerve 
Today's Answer 
5. Stepped in 22. Corn- 
6. Part of mend- 
amin. able !~! q~l_~!-~l t!vl3_~[vJ 
7. Zouurtm[ n .  ,~- - - J . .  IAI'~IISI~IHI.LIN'II:31 )ldl 
8. Body of 25. City in [ ~ ~  
water Nevada ~ I ~ ]  
9. Take off 26. Piece ~-~L~-~v Y~.9~L2 o.~ 
lZ. Heroine of of ~ ~  
Conrad's ground 
"Victory" 28. Dude, L~L~)~_L .~]  
13. Made haste mink, ~ ~ - ~  
16. Lohengrtn's etc. ~ ' +'+ . . . .  ~ 
wife 30. Food 36. Feat 
17. Appear as 32. IV[ake a 38. Achilles 
a threat - -  In - -  
18. "The 34. Semi- 40. Anger 
- -  precious 41. Hindu title 
Ant- stone 42. Caboodle's 
mar' 35. Prima partner 
20. Fruit donna 43. O.K. 
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Puzzle No. 2071 
CFTK musical 
finals Saturday; 
F ive  young Terrace 
musicians will perform• live on 
television Saturday when they 
compete in zone semi-finals 
for the British Columbia 
Centennial Search  for 
Canadian Talent. 
The competition is co- 
sponsored by the B,C. 
Association of Broadcasters 
and the B,C. Government 
Cultural Fund Committee. 
. Gordon Leighton of Radio 
CFTK in Terrace said that the 
broadcasting company has 
auditioned twenty performers 
within the past twoweeks. 
Zone semi.finalists are duet- 
vocalists Joanne Larkin and 
Lorna Lennan, aged 14; 
vocalist William Young, 15, 
i 
vocalist Laurel Shannon, 14, 
and guitarist ll0wle Froose, 
17. They will perform at 9 p.m. 
May 15 at CFTK.TV The 
program will he simul-east on 
radio. 
The winner will compete in 
provincial semi-f inals at 
CHAN.TV in Vancouver on+ 
June 4th,  5th, and 6th. 
Final ists from that 
competition will compete in 
grand finals which will be 
telecast live from 
Vancouver's Queen Elizabeth 
Theatre on. June 18. 
• Winners of provincial finals 
will receive $1.,000 first prize; 
$500 second prize and 1250 
third prize. 
Young voyageurs 
program launched 
British Columbia has been 
participating in the Young 
Yoyageurs program since 1964 
when the Centennial 
Commission launched its 
Centennial Travellers program. 
That year there were two 
experimental groups from B.C.- ~ 
-one from Vancouver, and one 
made up from a number of 
communities throughout'the 
province. 
The provincial participation. 
increased steadily. In 1967, 
Canada's centennial year, B.C. 
had 25 groups. Then the number 
dropped back to 17 until this 
year when B.C. will have a 
record 30 groups of Young 
Yoyageurs, II of them in honour 
of the B.C. centennial. 
British Columbia will have 
three group_s in the new winter 
program. Exchanges will take 
place during the school year 
between Burnaby and lnuvik, 
N.W.T.; Victoria and Medicine 
Hat, Alberta; and between 
Kamloops and Charlottetown, 
P.E.I. The emphasis is on 
making these exchanges school 
activities of the study-project 
type. 
The provincial co-ordinator 
for the Young Voyageurs 
program in British Columbia is 
Phil Kitley, director of guidance 
services in the department of
education. 
J I m, 
< ..(//.( .......... , , ,  
" TILLICUM DRIVE-IN . ,  
2900 Braun Show starts at dusk. Phone 635-5310 ~K 
~( MAY 14, 15, 16th FR IDAY,  SATURDAY,  & SUNDAY 
: o ,u w,t,  Lm -: 
Starring David Hemmings 
** ASSASSINATION BUREAU : 
Starring Oliver Reed + and Diana Riggs 
++. +++++***++++**+++**+++:  
Tiilicum Theatre 
4720 Lakelse Phone 635-2040 
ON STASE MAY 13 ONE SHOW 8 P.M. 
MAY 14 7 8, 9:30 P.M. 
REVEEli 
ADVANCE T ICKET  SALES AT 
BOX OFF ICE  ADMISSION $2.00 
q~41~AkA~41.4k¢ 
MAY lSth SHOWTIMES 
7 & 9:15 P.M. 
Hook, Line and Sinker 
Starring Jerry Lewis 
SATURDAY MATINE E SHOW,TIMES 
11 A'.M. & 2 P.M. 
Hook, Line and++Sinker . . . .  
~, STUFI~ED ANIMALS AND SIX PAKS ~1~ 
. . . . . . . . .  "., + " ,' .:i.'+..~,+~.":'~o~ ' • ,<}: ~: i. '+.('.f 
OF oiv ' , :.,?. 
t 
Mr. Kitley, who has been 
involved with the program from 
the very beginning, is 
enthusiastic about its value. 
"This program is a perfect 
example of what we're trying to 
do in modern education,"' he 
explains." We have to nreak 
away from the static classroom 
approach and help young people 
integrate when they learn m 
class with the world outside." 
According to Mr. Kitley, the 
program has brought about 
warm personal rapport and 
interprovincial understanding, 
not only among participating 
students but also among 
parents, school officials, 
voluntary organizations, and all 
who come in contact with the 
Young Voyageurs. 
I nv i te  me 
BOURNEMOUTH, England 
-',UPI) Harry Bryan-Brown 
advertised in the local paper 
that he would loan his Rolls- 
Royce free as a bridal car to 
any couple who would invite 
him to their wedding. 
"There must be lots of young 
couples who can't afford a Rolls 
for their big day," 73-year-old 
Harry said. 
"I just want some of the 
happiness of the wedding to rub 
J off on me." • 
More than : 800s ign  + +: 
pol lmion petition + iwi  'i'~i +:  "II
,,,ayne aeti+.l ana thi  i t 's  ahautl ~, Gibbs manager +I W i 
time somebody did something Wehber said the new. burner 
ab0ut iL" + " . I Should be .operational Monday, 
Bergen asked council if j ,'ff it isn't the mill won't be 
anyone knew of +a written J workingl be said. : i, . 
+promise made to them by Andy I • The + mill .will be shut:.down 
Taylor, of MaeGillis and Gibbs, Saturday iu Order t9 i~ve the 
.promising to curtail : smoke conveyor system changed +ver 
from the company's burners, to the hew burner. : ' 
BY .DIPANA SMITH 
A petition p~'otesting air 
pollution in Terrace Was handed 
to Council Monday night by 
Terrace student Ted Bergen. 
Efght hundred and fifteen 
people signed the petition over 
two-week period. 
The petition protested the 
smoke and flyash emanating' 
from mills in Terrace.. ,, 
It also insisted "that 
legislation be passed .by 
municipal council to require the' 
mills to install adequate anti- 
pollution devices.' 
In presenting the petition 17- 
year:old Bergen said "It's the 
first time we've done it (taken 
'RE 
p 
A spokesman for council said 
he had h0 knowledge of any 
such promise being made. 
Clerk-administrator  Jack 
Hardy said that air pollution 
was a complex problem and 
added that he had been told by 
one mill manager that a new 
burner would be installed which 
would help reduce air pollution. 
In a later interview MacGillis 
"rHuRS ltY' 
The contractor is c0mmitted 
to having the new'. burner 
operational Monday. 
Webber said the new burner 
and equipment are designed to 
eut'~moke pollution at least 8O 
per cent. 
No responsible newspaper 
will refuse to publish 'this, 
even if it's uncomplimentary. 
| 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 •  
0 .  
THREE GREAT SH?WS 
e TILLIOUM THEATRE 
• • 
• T ICKETS ON SALE AT THEATRE BOX OFF ICE  • 
i 
Because nothing less w i l l  serve British Columbia. 
B.C. Tel has a 
,, bi.llion- dollar plan 
Underground Cable is part of it. 
The people of British Columhia frequently ask 
whal B.C. Tel i.q doing Io keep tclcphond wire and 
eahle out of night. 
l)uring 197(). the company's undergrountl and 
buried cable installations cost more than SI2 mil- 
lion. In 1971. such installations will cost SI3.5 
million -- which represents ahout 60 per cent of 
the total cost of cahle und wire atlditions required 
in this year's telephone network expansion. The 
percentage and dollar figures will increase e+lch 
yeur in the future, with an anticipated outlay ex- 
ceeding 550 million h)r underground instalhitions 
during the c0nling three years. 
in British Cohmibia's difficult terrain, un- 
derground installations are not always pos- 
sible - bul B.C. Tel's practice is to bury 
hlcilities wherever this+can he th~llC phys- 
ically ililtl within eCOllt+nlie retl- 
son. The objective is to phlce +~+i+;i~ i 
,. .. !+: .i~+~+:+ 
I ++p ... 
- new installations Lmderground at the start and to 
go underground when rephlcing existing overhead 
pltllll us il weurs out, 
Progress is be ing  made in +.in order lyway  
Ihrou-h~ a carefully co-ordinated" over-all expan- 
mon program designed to meet the increasing tele- 
phone  serv ice demands  of Brit ish Cd lumbia ' s  
growing poptdation -- and to meel the desire of all 
of us for in,proved esthetic onditions = in the most 
econtunic fashion possible. 
The total expansion prognlni for the 1970s, 
undergroimd instalhltions included, is expressed as 
B.C. Tel's Billion-Dollar Plan because thal is ihe 
minimtnm cost the company ftlces in', 
~:~::';~.~i: i~ creating new and im proved facil- ' 
if :' :::: ilies essential It+ meet pro- jetted needs of Ihe province 
Nothing less will meet 
i l l  + the lelephone dem uncls :--~ 
and tlesires - of a ~rowinR, 
British ( olinuhia. " '+" \ 
• • , -( 
.- ~:[ 
"'" :5, 
( (,7 ,,,1 ~ ~ +'- . ' . ,  . 
I 
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Kids on a'swingarea suresignof spring. Terrace children enjoy an unprecedented stretch of warm. sunny weather in this 
playground photo by Tess Brousseau. 
Weekends and holidax_s 
L ogging roads open 
/ .  
HOUSTON, B.C. - Details of a 
policy for public use of its 
logging roads within Pulp 
Harvesting Area NoA have 
been released by Bulkley Valley 
Forest Industries Limited. The 
area covers 9,4000 square miles 
of Crown timberland in west- 
central British Columbia. 
The company announced that 
it will follow an "open use" 
policy on road access. In other 
words, travellers will not need 
entry permits to drive on the 
Bulk ley Valley logging roads, 
Some forest industry companies 
set up ,gates and issue permits 
to people who travel on their 
roads. 
Certain of the company roads 
will be open to the public only 
when log hauling is not in 
progress. All traffic on such 
roads has to be radio 
controlled; and it's dangerous 
to travel them in anything other 
than an authorized radio- 
equipped vehicle. Entry points 
to restricted roads are marked 
with signs which state whether 
the road is open or closed. 
Generally, restricted roads will 
be open to the public on 
weekends and statutory 
holidays. 
The Buikley Valley road 
aecess policy states that all 
logging roads will normally be 
closed to !raffle during spring 
breakup conditions, periods of 
extreme fire hazard or for other 
valid reasons beyond the 
company's control. At sueh 
times. Bulkley Valley Forest 
Industries will co-operate with 
news media to inform the public 
about closures and times of re- 
opening. 
• The policy also stresses that 
people travel the logging roads 
at their  own risk and the 
company urges special caution 
in driving. Loaded logging 
trucks have the right of way at 
all. times. 
Bulkley Valley will provide 
suitable places along its roads 
for paring, buL at present there 
are no overnight camping 
facilities. 
Maps of Pulp Harvesting 
~,rea No.4 showing the Bulkley 
Valley logging roads, as well as 
B.C. Forest Service roads, 
public roads and government 
campsites, are being produced 
by Bulkley Valley Forest 
Industries and will be available 
in the latter part of May. These 
free maps will be distributed 
through tourist bureaus and 
sporting good stores in the 
Bulkley'Valley area or can be 
obtained direct from the 
company offices in Houston or 
VancoUver. 
Ray loses 
Gideon D. Kirkbride from 
Nanaimo will be lhe guesl 
speaker at the •Gideon Zone 
Rally and the speaker at lhe 
banquet al Skoglvnd 
Holsprings on SaI., May 15, ol 
1 o'clock. T ickets  a re  
available from any of the 
Gideon's for $3.75  per.plale. 
An interesting informat ive 
evening is assured . .  . 
TERRP~CE HERALD, TERRACE, B.C. 
Unions  . . . . ,  ', 
_ . ': . ::;';.;}:.:/ :;. I~;Kalum: and: Greig May 7th 
] r~ ~ r ~ . :  ':~':.~{,':! '! ~I'!: l:~sIIJlf~I~I in a chnrge being laid. 
- - - - - "~="  I~  ~'~... ! 'ii~.: /.>l'/~igainst Mrs, Francis Pilf~rd of 
~calers have Voted ~;Ol;JOln the | :;~i! I l f l~ | ]  
].C. Govermnent ~Emp!~ees, I:: ;: .~ ~ ~  
Mike Woodworth, president'0f 
tm B.C. Official Sealers "~ 
tssociation, and . .  BCGEU 
leneral secretdry John Fryer 
~aid today the.  merger  
~greement provides for an 
mtonomous sealers' branch ,of 
he union. /: • ~, ' ,: 
Woodworth said association 
nembers voted 94 per cent in 
aver of joing the BCGEU; 
Woodworth andFryer said in 
joint statement hat the 
nerger was recognition, by the 
mien and the sealers' 
msociation that/'provinCial 
mployees will achieve better 
rages and Working conditions 
ely through one strong union',. 
Recent recrganization f the 
ICGEU will enable the sealers 
retain their identity and look 
fter their own affairs .while 
llowing the BCGEU to 
epresent them - in  wage 
ealings 'with the provincial 
overnment, they said. 
Fryer said the Sealers are the 
fird independent group of 
rovincial employees to merge 
'ith the BCGEU in the past 
2ar .  
In 1970, the Culinary 
:mployees' Union and the 
ederation of Professional nd 
echnical Employees, with a 
)mbined membership of 800, 
~came part of the BCGEU. 
With a membership of 15,512 
te BCGEU is the second 
,rgest union in the province, 
Fryer said. The International 
Woodworkers ofAmerica ranks 
first in B.C. with 42,000 
members. 
• The B.C. Off icial  Sealers' nrlvile~es Association was set up in 1941 to 
represent government  sealers 
P~.TROS, Tenn, (AP) . James  work ing on the Paci f ic  coast, 
Ear l  Ray  wi l l  be str ipped of al l  ,. 
pr iveieges and confined to a • ~" 
single cell block in Tennessee's CENTENNIAL MEMO 
maximum secruity prison for 30 
days. Fort Steele was known as 
The confessed slayer of Dr. Galbraith's Ferry in the 1860's 
Martin Luther King Jr. lost his aftertwo brothers who settled 
status as an "honor grade" there. It became a North West 
prisoner at Brushy Mountain Mounted Police establishment 
State Prison Tuesday for ~and took its name from the 
making an unauccessful escape com.manding~,  off icer. ,  
attempt. ~ Spperintondent Sam Steele..L 
The same punishment meted if. XXXX ~/~ 
Ray was imposed on his former • 
cellmate, Roy Moreiock of Moles destroy large 
Greene County. quantitities of harmful insects. 
Bob Parker-Ford 
.-:i~.~ ... - ::::::::.:::::i ....... ~ ..... ~ ~l~..~:" .. ~i~: !~!~ .:~'. 
~ ~  " i :~:: .it ' . .... '~:: ".:]~J "::~!~::" .J" '::.::~;;~:: ~!~i ! ' :. ... .~ .... ...... .... .....: ..... :. ×l. .... ..:::: "!:~:~:? • 'i::::>::" ~:~. ~. .:.:<., : :~.  ,. . : : : : : : : : : : : : . .  ::. . . . . . .  ~:: + . , .  .;:~:'." : : : :  
~:~." ~:!, , . : : :~ , . :~  . :~:  . ; .  .?~ .~::::,." .:.:.. ~:!.J .~.~$',~::~ 
"k :  : F  :~. ' . :  :~!~: '  ~' : ' .  ':: '  #"  : ~  . ." .:: .<. ~!" . . .<? '~:~ 
. . . . . . .  , ' : : :  :::::::::::: " :: ..:.:-:.'+" ..'..:-.-~, . . : '  -" ,L~ ~.. ~ . : .x , ; : . - :  
~?~' /~ i~ 'x  " . . . . . . . . . .  : : "  :::~:.:: . : :~ : : : : : : : : : : .  : ~:::::s: . . ." '" . ' . : .  . . . .  .:::::' ~:~:e . : '  • : :  :  , .~ 
,~i~. ~ ~ ~ .~.~ 
Your Ford Country Headquarters 
'TO COUGAR 
dr. Hdl, iSl ,1 barre l  
smreo tape, power.steering', 
power disc brakes, low mileage 
$3796.00 
SPRING 
SALE PRICE 
'67 VOLKSWAGEN 
"THIS  IS FORD COUNTRY"  
'68 RAMBLER Sedan, 
$89§.00 
V 8 aulo. 
good transportation 
SPRING SALE PRICE 
'66 PONTIAC P, arisienne SS 
2 dr. Hdt., power sleering 
power brakes, bucket seals 
and console 
one owner .  $169§,00 
SPRING SALE PRICE 
z door deluxe 
$695.00 
i i 
 arg d d ~''~l ~ es  la l  l , ! : : ] t ]~ l . , .aCC l  ent  :" :~ 
I P~. nee Ru...pert: i ! ..: i Wldiain ch~tle, ,~ 
I , mrs ,  , v l tu~ was travelling I i, F =:~; L:' ~i.; :: 
[ north on Kalum when sl~ ran a.. I;.!~ !p i l to rd  ::W~s e 
I stoP sign and collidedl with/:fa!!ingi:~.i~a ! 
• ?; ' :i: ", 
1 ~ . ,, 
. •:7 " i 
Z: '  
,~. i ¸  
i:!:. 
I : L / I  
- . )  
 0na 
Mountain Red & Mountain Whit 
• Two light, bright table wines from the sunny, 
mountain slopes of the Okanagan, where the grapes 
grow full, juicy, rich in f lavour . . ,  a happy pair of wines 
specially developed to satisfy today's tastes -- 
to complement any food. 
MOUNTAIN  RED -- a fine, d ry  w ine  in the  
Claret  t radi t ion,  
MOUNTAIN  WHITE-  a med ium-sweet  w ine  in the 
. . . . . . . .  .... Sauterne t radi t ion.  - " 
otii' kind Of dinner wines. 
This advertisement is not published or displayed by the Liquor Control Board or by the Government of•British Columbia. -; 
HERE THEY ARE ! 
I EVERYBO( S "FAVORITE 
"~'~l ANOTHER SHIPMENT JUST ARRIVED 
~+. ' . .~ '  ~. :  7~,-.. 
_ :•.'i:'. 
,~:? 
.i 
m 
. h 
~I~ .¸ 
'.,~ ,~ 
• L ; 
l ~ 
:?/'ii 
e , 
or . . . . .  PhOne 635.2601 I I 1635':5833 
7292_~] 
| 
BOB PARKER FORDI I LTD. PRINCE RUPERT :: 421 West  3 rd .  Ave ; '  
.': " " ,624~3112 ~ ' ! :  i} ' ;  
¢~?A! :  " ;  " • . 
, ~ ,~ ~!{~;i~,~:~ ',' :~: ~..~ . . . . .  
66 PONTIAC '• i : '  ~•~ ~ '~;'~;•'~ ~ ~ ~/'' ~"~ ~ 
dr. Hdt., 30Z V-8 bucket seals, and ~:'~ '~i'~ ~i~i ,'#~.~i : ' /~ i~'~ : ?:(:i:~: ;:~: 
uni~ one owner, low mileage~ .' ' : .... ~'~:~i h ;~.~: l~ ' ;~ lS~ia  ~ll, :~ i  '~'~ . :~,,,, "'~:~'
• ~ SPRING SALE PRICE ' w~i*t' i,¢~k'~;;~V'd:';'~ : 
$2775,00 mDzns  rubEnS 
'70 IMO P,~ku, .. ,on i'o. p,.kup,*;, au,.. ~ i ~  ~i~:ii: 
Vi i  p.s. p,b. only 5900 original miles - V-8 motor.! "this unit is loaded, ,~_ .~ :-,:,.: 
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Baby survives 
50 below zero 
FAIRBANKS, Alaska (AP)-- 
Sharla Johnson is only seven 
months only but already she has 
lived through one of Alaska's 
greatest hazards--hours of 
exposure in temperatures 50 
degrees below zero. 
When Sharla was found Jan. 
13 wrapped in yellow bunting 
under a pine tree near her 
home, doctors gave her little 
chance of survival, 
"The baby's body was rigid, 
her muscles were hard, her 
tongue was stiff," says Dr. W. 
E. James of the Tanana Valley 
Clinic. 
Sharla's heart beat was down 
to 40, her temperature too low to 
measure. She was unconscious. 
baby mobile again," he said. 
"Her temperature was still 
too low to record even after that 
time. Mter three hours her 
temperature  reg is tered 
normal." 
But still the doctors feared 
she would not survive the first 
two critical days. 
"Her face blistered," James 
said, "and we felt she would 
lose her nose. 
"Both her hands were swollen 
and blistered, and after a few 
weeks we did amputate two 
finers from her left hand. The 
right hand is responding to 
therapy." 
Why Sharla was abandoned 
. ~nder the pine by her troubled 
' mother never will be known. 
Emergency procedures were I Wilma Johnson, who had 
instituted. When the babY;undergon e treatment for a 
stopped breathing Dr. Martha ! nervous breakdown in 
Kowalski gave mouth-to-mouth I December, died that tragic.day 
resuscitation. while apparently trying to 
James said Sharla was put crawl to a nearby house. 
into water of slightly more than [ Sharla, in hospital for six 
100 degrees, with only her face [ weeks, now is home with her 
exposed, j father, a sister and three 
• "Alter two hours we had the brot~[| I 
NOW IS THE TIME FOR 
HOUSE TRAILER ROOF REPAIR 
FOR LOW COST PR ICE ,  SEE YOUR 
HOUSE TRAILER ROOF SPECIAL IST .  
STEVE PARZENTNY ROOFING 
O0 ,LTD. 
Ter race ,  B.C. Phone anyt ime 635.2724 
l IN DUTCH VALLEY  ! 
4~ z acres, 1125 sq. ft. 3 bdmn. home with attached garage, home 
is very atlractively decorated. Free standing fireplace, wall to 
wall carpeting, bright modern kitchen. Approx P,'2 acres cleared 
and year round creek goes through property. 
full bsmt. The upper floor has 4 bcimns plus 4-pc~ba-lh.illemain I 
floor is cenfral hall plan comprising large living room wilh 
I fireplace, seperate dining room, ~2 bath, and 12 x 24 combined ki|chen family room with sliding glass doors 1o large sundeck. This home is secluded on a 2~ ~ acre parcel of land on fhe bench. Asking S31,500. Present offers 
"Reading The Future", 1883 oil painting by Canadian artist Paul Peel is featured in Vancouver 
Art Gallery spring travelling 'exhibition, "People And Portraits:'. 
Major art show for Terrace 
A 6,000 mile exhibition tour 
includes Terrace in a sixth 
travelling exhibition, the 
Vancouver Art Gallery will this 
spring and early summer 
present a diverse sampling of 
art dealing with the human face 
and figure, to over thirty 
centres located throughout the 
Province, including new areas 
in the Lower Fraser Valley the 
Sunshine Coast and portion~ of 
Vancouver Island. The full 
course of the tour takes in some 
6,000 miles. 
Titled "People and 
Portraits", the showing 
examines various media, 
methods of rendering, aesthetie 
approaches, social attitudes; 
the insights, sometime humor 
and critical abilities of twenty- 
six art!sts. The works date from 
the late 19th. Century to 
current ~ times,' and ~are 
predomina tely Canadian, with a 
few examples of British Butch, 
Mexican and American 
configuration. 
Made possible by the B.C. 
Centennial Cultural Fund 
Advisory Committee, the 
exhibition is free to all 
members of the community. 
It may be viewed locally at 
Terrace Library basement on 
founding member of the Royal Moore, Richard Hamilton, John 
Canadian Academy. Bratby, Richard Diebenkorn, 
Contemporary efforts by such and Jose Luis Cuevas are 
notables as Alfred Pellan, Greg included, plus a dozen other 
Curnoe, Richard Turner, Henry paintings and graphics. 
¢ASSIAR CONSTRUCTION LTD. 
"Planners & Builders of Quality Homes" 
Phone Mr  A. Schwaiger  635-5220 
DUPLEX ON CORNER OF BENNER AND 
HALL IWELL  
15],6 sq. ft. wi|h balhroom and powder room, wall to wall 
carpet, concrete sidewalk. Will be vacant on June Ist and 
can I~e ren'ed, on option fo buy. 
4117 BENNER 
z s~orey .home, 1536 sq. ft,.wilh 2 full bathrooms, wall to wall, 
carpet largo sundecl~,.'ra~id carport. Full basement, eleciric-~ 
heat. Will lake trade for pa rl down payment. 
APPLE  STREET 
Lo,¢r cos'~ homes on Apple Street, 1,000 sq. ft., 3 bedrooms, 
lull basemerit, carport, electric heal, stucco and siding 
ex;erior. Only $22,500 with $2,$00 down. 
BUY D IRECTLY  FROM BUILDER AND SAVE 
May 17 and 18 at 9-12 AM. - 1-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
P.M., with an evening 
programme scheduled for 
Monday from 7-9 PM. 
"People and Portraits" will 
include oil paintings, lithogr- 
aphs, etchings, pencil, ink and 
pastel drawings, and several 
mixed-media combinations. 
Informal talks about he works 
will be presented by artists 
i 
Vanderkwaak obituary 
late of 3432 Eby Street: in 
Terrace, in his 761h year. 
Mr. Vanderwaak was born in 
Oestgecst; Holland on Jafiuary 
14,1895 and at the age of twelve 
began work weeding 'in the bulb 
fields. Subsequently heopened 
a bulb nursery and when forced 
out of •business during the 
hungry thirties began work as 
bulb inspector. 
Mr. Vanderkwaak brought 
his family to Terrace in August, 
1953. 
He is survived by his widow, 
JanE, nine children: Mrs. Piny 
Braam, Mrs. Jani Braam, Mrs. 
Corry Vis, Abe Vanderkwaak 
and Len Vanderkwaak all of 
Terrace, Mrs. Wilma 
Schuurman, Brownsvil le 
Ontario, Mrs. Reta Veenstra, 
Houston, Joe Vanderwaak, 
THUIG~DAY, MAY 13, 1971 
Deaths: !
• . ~ .~ " . - THORNYCROF.T:; ,: ::~)ohn 
Edward, late of 867B ~}liVer 
:~..;~. :' . Drive, Terrace, inhis 51S~:year. 
'~"::':'~"" ~ Funeral services were:held 
!,. :,i:;::: :. ! Friday, May 7, 1971 from St. 
Matthew's Anglican Cl~rch. 
GOODWIN- Jason, inffnfsen of i 
Mr. and Mrs. Randy G0edWin of. 
Terrace. Funeral services were 
held Wednesday, May 12,. from 
: :~  Knox United Church. Reverend 
: :.,~ Lewis officiated. 
.... ~' " ' ' : CENTENNIALMEM0 
:..: :.. " Ladysmith grew from'a coa l  
mine discovered.at Extension, 
Surrey, British Columbia 11 miles from the town in i898. 
Reverend Nick Vanderkwaak Known first as Oyster Harbour 
Caledonia'- Ontario, and forty- the community felt it was 
two grandchildren, destined to rival Victoria. It was 
Funeral services were held - given its present name in 1900 to 
Saturday, May Sth at Christian commemorate the relief of 
Reformed Church, Terrace. Ladysmith, Natal, during the 
Reverend J. Van Dyk officated. Beer War. _.. 
OF 
H m i l l |~  
IIAI 
"Fash i (  
Men wI 
More  o 
Than jl 
Wear in  
MANTIOUE 
TERRACE SHOPP IMG CENTRE 
PR ICED TO SELL  
4012 Anderson St. 1150 sq. ft. full bsmt, 3 bdmns, fireplaces up 
and down, wail'to wall carpeting in living room & mslr bdmn 
carport wi|h slorage room and outside ~ntrance to bsmt. Lol is 
in grass and yard is fenced only 6 years old. Asking $26,800. 
FOR SALE:  
Two Bdrm. Hse. on i acre of land fronting on fwo streets. Town 
sewer & water available. Suited for subdiving. Can he 
purchased with low down payment or reduced price for cash. 
Vendor will carry Ist mortgage. Contact our office for viewing or 
further details. Immediate occupancy. 
SPL IT  LEVEL  
1610 Tuck Ave 3 bdmn, 1086 sq. fl. living room is H.W. floor and 
free standing fireplace, forced air naTural gas heating, play 
room and laundry facilities irl bsmf, 13' x 28' garage, situated on 
10' lot lhis home is in nice condition, readily morlgageable and 
priced under S20,000. 
FOR SALE 
Duplex residence for sale on Halliwell Ave. Excellent 
investmenl opportunity. Low down payment. Contact our office 
for viewing or more complete details. MLS . 
FOR SALE 
Half acre with partially finished home near. highway at Usk. lS 
Michael O'Hara who this year 
joins the Gallery's circuit- 
touring staff. 
Of the earlier paintings to be 
shown, the list features uch 
distinguished artists as Paul 
Peel, R.C.A., the first Canadian 
painter to receive a gold medal 
at the Paris Salon and the 
British Royal Academy, 
before the turn ot the century; 
L.F. Leighton, a nee-classical 
painter of the Pre-Raphaelite 
school; and Eugene Hamel, a 
CENTENNIAL MEMO 
Oxen were used as a means of 
transport in the early days in 
the interior of the province. Bull 
teams had 12 to 16 yoke or pairs 
of these husky animals drawing 
one wagonload. It would take a 
day to cover a distrance now 
traveresed byear in 20 minutes. 
- I 
.When you" 
don't know who 
to turn to . . . .  
TURN TO US WITH 
CONFIDENCE 
minute drive from town. Has power, phone and on water i I'| ...i._. 
I ~ ' ' " ' " ' : '  ' i ~ :  '" 'J : ' |" " 
. 'M'I:MBER '.',NO R, TH.W'ESTE RN" M. i:S~" II ~ 
. i.' . 
-:,- Take an ordinary lawnmoWer. And an 
.... " ~.~%)~/b'rdinary sedan. 
, , ;~i,:~i:~,~:/~, :!i:~i!~li:~:-;: - ., ~ut the former into the latter. If you can't 
,. i.:!~i: i ii,~::-~'~i!i!i'~,.iwhat ~ou need is our Squareback.Sedan 
" ......... . :/:i:~/'~ ./.~ It has 48.9 cu. ft.of Ioadinn space in the 
Try this,simple test with your presentseq 
sedans.) 
"'""In the back,.bn"air-cOoied 'e 
can't b6il over or freezei.Op.~And :t 
little oil, gas or rnaintenanc 
Soi noL only can.you 
n the trunk. . int.o.theSquareBhck~flrl',~ 
as ordinary-:, also/~et.;a.lot out'ofit~ 
,kswagen SquarebackSedan: - '  
i 
' . '  " ' i:' ' ~ *~:  ~ 
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' Continuing torise' in March 
. , . ., . / ,  Canadian business failures 
DEAR ANN LANDERS: 
Because of my husband's job 
(he's an executive in a large 
and irdportant firm) we are 
invited out a great deal, in- 
variably to cocktail parties, and 
I loathe them. In my opinion the 
cocktail party is the most in- 
sidious form of torture known to 
modern man. By the end of the 
evening my feet are killing me, 
my girdle is cutting me in two 
and my face is stiff from 
smiling~ Invariably, I am 
trapped in a corner by the 
biggest bore in the room. 
People lean on walls, trying to, 
look engrossed in conversation. 
How could they be? It's mostly 
idle chatter, two-bit gossipand 
drunken gibberish. As  the 
evening goes on, the  talk 
becomes increasingly unin- 
telligible and senseless, until it 
finally sinks to the level of the 
dirty joke. 
My husband asked last night 
when we are going to give a 
cocktail party and pay beck'the 
people whose parties, we have 
attended this past year. I hate to 
be a drag but I despise cocktail 
parties and I don't want to give 
one. Must I? --  Rather Be Home 
With A Good*Book. 
DEAR RATHER: Try to sell 
him on small dinner parties. 
They are more work, more 
expensive and more time- 
consuming, but a lot more fun. 
Good luck. 
DEAR ANN LANDERS: 
Recently you blasted people 
who give "dead fish" hand- 
shakes. Shame on you, Annie 
old girl. You've erred. The limp 
hand does not necessarily mean 
the person is a clod or that he 
lacks oomph, It can mean the 
poor devil has arthritis. I have 
suffered with this affliction for 
years and it is a curse. When I 
shake hands I protect myself by 
avoiding a tight grip. I don, t feel 
I should apologize. I just hope 
the other party understands. -- 
Seen In The Best Joints. 
DEAR SEEN: Sorry I of. 
fended all you arthritics out 
there but how is a person to 
know if nothing is said? Rather 
than extand a limp mitt, better 
to touch the other person's hand 
and say, "Sorry -- arthritis." 
Doyou feel ill at ease...out of 
it? Is everybody h~iving a good 
time but you? Write for Ann 
Landers' booklet, "The Key To 
popularity," enclosing with 
your request 35 cents in coin and 
a long, selv addressed, stamped 
envelope. 
i 
NOrthland 
promoted  
"" OTTAWA (May 3, 1971) -Only 
in recent" years have the 
activities of man in relationship 
to his environment become a 
matter of widespread public 
concern. 
In a booklet "Canada North -. 
Man and the Land" by John K. 
Naysmith, just published by the 
Department of Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development, a 
new concept of conservation is
discussed against a background 
of the Canadian Arctic. Mr. 
Naysmith, who is Chief of the 
Water, Forests and 
-Division, states that a well- 
founded conservation program 
must reflect the real value of 
the natural environment 
expressed iv terms of man's 
preceptive, recreational and 
material needs. 
In a preface he says: 
"Plainly, the subject is not new. 
Nevertheless, it is probably 
accurate to say that at no other 
time has universal awareness of 
the natural environment been 
keener'than it is today. For 
Canadians, the recent advent of 
development in the Arctic and 
"sub-Arctic regions has brought 
into focus the accompanying 
responsibility for .minimizing 
those practices' which have a 
detrimental effect upon the 
natural environment." 
The author outlines the steps 
being taken by the Department 
through, legislation to achieve 
this objective. " " " . 
Copies m~,y be obtained 
wit, hout charge from 
In format ion  Serv ices ,  
Department of Indian Affairs 
and Northern Development, 
Centennial Tower, 400 Laurier 
Avenue, West, Ottawa, KLA 
OH4,  
CENTENNIAL  MEMO 
lh- 1861 two placer miners, 
Edward Carey and W. Gust 
brought out L000 ounces of gold 
from the Peace River, But by~ 
18e8 the excitement there was 
ever and the miners had Imshed. 
on. to the Omineca., Only a feW. 
remained to ~nJoy the richness 
of agriculture in,the area. . 
Dear Ann Landers:" :My 
boyfriendi and ,I ~ are both 
Chinese. We carry the same 
surname, one which i s  very 
common, like the English 
names Smith or Jonea. We are 
"not related but both his parents 
and mine do not feel we should 
be married because we' migSt • 
have had a common ancestor 
several centuries ago. 
The prohibition against 
marrying a blood relative dates 
back many centuries when 
incest was common for political 
and financial reasons. The 
children of incestuous 
marr iages  were• often 
abnormal. . ' 
-We both respect our parents 
and do not want to hurt them, 
but we believe this ancient 
taboo has nothing to do with us 
and we want to he married. 
What do you advise? --  Kissing 
Cousins In Name Only 
' Dear Kissing: Even if you 
and your boyfried did have a 
common ancestor "several 
centuries, ago," chances are 
extremely remote against 
producing an abnormal child 
for that reason. In most states. 
first cousins are allowed to 
marry, and this i s a fairly close 
blood relationship. Ask your 
clergyman to explain this to 
your parents. 
DearAnn Landers: I recently 
acquired a secretary who 'calls 
me by my first name - and not 
even my. full name at that. She 
shortens it. 
[ am uncomfortable with this 
sort of familiarity but I am 
afraid if I say something to her 
she will think l have become a
pompous executive. 
How should I handle the 
situation? - Pittsburgh P.G. 
Reader 
DearPit: If you'd rather that 
your secretary not call you by' 
your first name, tell her so. A 
bess who doesn't want the level 
of familiarity which a first 
name suggests is not 
necessarily p~mpeus. The boss 
has the right to set the tone in 
his office and if he opts for a 
more formal business-like 
atmosphere, it is her 
prerogative. 
Is alcoholism a disease? How 
can the alcoholic be treated? Is. 
there a cure? Read the booklet 
"Alcoholism - Hope and Help," 
by Ann Landers. Enclose 35c in 
coin with your request ann a 
climbed 23 per cent to 316, from 
February's. 258, reaching .the 
brgest number for any month 
in some forty years,, reports 
Dun & BradstrEet. Casualties 
rose 65 per cent over.the 204 in 
March 1970 while in the first 
qUarter of 1971 a,total of 767 
Canadian concerns failed, some 
2Aper eent above the 621 in the 
comparable period a year ago. 
Dollar . . . .  liabilities soared to '  
$52.8- million, . more than 
doubling February 's  $19.7 
million and substantially 
exceeded the $11.5 million 
incurred in  March .1970, 
March's dollar lo-qses reached 
the highest amount for any 
month, since February tg~0. 
While :easualties involving 
liabilities of"$5,000 to $25,000 
upturned.to the highest number 
sinee '65,. those 'for $100,000 or 
more surged to an 
unprecedented peak. In, fact, 
over one-half March's liabilities 
were concentrated in eleven 
mil l ion, dollar hanruptcies 
whose losses aggregated $28 
million. Cumulative losses in 
the first quarter of this year 
amounted to $98.3 million, 41 
per cent larger than the 
previous year's first quarter 
pace of $69.5 million. 
1"we funct ions ,  
manufacturing and retailing, 
had heaviest mortalties ince 
the early 1930's while service 
failures soared to a new 
record. The climb in 
construction casualties was less 
far-reaching - they were noL as 
numerous as in March 1966. 
Wholesaling was only exception 
to general upturn as its till 
eased two notches from 
February's eight-month igh, 
but like all other functions, 
wholesaling had more 
concerns failing in March 1971 
than in the same month a year- 
ago. 
Geographical ly l  seven 
provinces had more concerns 
fail ing in March than in 
February. While failures in the 
Province of Quebec rose the 
highest since 1967 and in the 
Province of Ontario easualties 
reached the highest since 1965, 
'record climbs were noted in 
i Sa~l~atchewan, Alberta, British 
' Columbia, Nova Scotia and New 
Brunswick, Business casualties 
in Canada's largest cities as 
well as non.metropolitan reas 
increased over February and 
year.ago levels but the 
increases were less steep in the 
~F 
• . . . ; ,~-  . , , . ~ f  ~ ~ ~ l~immmmmi~ . ; 
STARTS TOMORROW • AT 9:30 AM. 
Sweet Sixteen has gathered  up broken lines and sizes and Many  styles are  one of a k ind. . .and quant i t ies  are l im i ted!  Be 
oddments  f rom many of our  stores to c lear  r ight  here and on hand at opening tomorrow fDr f i r s t  choice! ... c red i t  is 
now! If you love real  bargains. . . th is  fantast ic  t/= pr ice  sale is ava i lab le  even at these t iny  prices. 
meant  fer  you! 
ALL 'SALES FINAL! NO EXCHANGES! NO REFUNDS! , 
envelope, country, %" X %* ~"tA~-f'.~, ~ '~; i  .~ • "~- Aw ~.  / .4"  ~,~ ,," ~ . a ' "% ,o....~n..~.~.~/.. j ,  , • 
AT THE LOCAL CHURCHES . " ' AmSSO,,e RED HOT _ a ,  , ' Dog collars, long _ ,t . , J  J 
ED!~~In~i1u~um~~i~m~m~ii!~H~m~B~ 
PENTECOSTAL TABERNACLE _-=_= 
~rv ice  Schedule. 4647 Lazelle Ave,---- 
Sunday School 1O:0O a.m. 
Morning Worship lh00a .m. .  Phones = 
Sunday Evening 7:15 p.m. Office 635-2434 ----- 
Bible Study 
Tuesday 7:30p.m. Home 635-5336 -- 
-Youth  Night Thursday 7:3"0 p.m. _=_ 
i The end of your search for a friendly church. U 
Salvation .Army 
4451 Greig 
9:45 Sunday School 7:30 Thursday Night 
11:00 Morning Worship "Bible Study & Prayer 
7:30 Evening Services Meeting" 
For infp on other activities Phone Envoy or Mrs. Bill Young" 
635.5446 
V KNOX UNITEDCHURCH " Car. Lazelle Ave. & Munroe St, Phone 63S-6014 . 
Church School ll:OO A.M. 
Worship - 11:00 A.M. 
Nursery 8, , .' 
Kindergarten 11:00 a.m. 
EVAHGEEICAL FREE 
CHURCH 
Cur. Park Ave, and Sparks St. 
1O:O0-- Sunday School 
11 :go -- Morning Worship 
;7:30 p.r0. -- Evening Service 
Wednesday 7 30 p.m -- Prayer and 
Bible Study 
Rev.  B,B. ~RUggles'4~4 Park 
Avenue. 
,P~one 635.51~5 
' CHRIST LUTHERAN 
' CHURCH . 
car. Sparks St. & Park Ave,. 
PASTOR..D.  Kaiser 
Phone: 63S-5662 
rMorning Service at !1:00" d.m'. 
Sunday School 9:45 o.m: 
,~.'Your FriendlY Family cpurch".. 
I 
,~~ so,o 
,Agalr.'Ave, 
CATHOLIC CHURCH 
Lakelse Avenue 
SUNDAY MASSES 
S:30 a~m. 
10:00 aim. 
I1:15 a.m. 
• 7:30 p.m. 
'" CHRISTIAN REFORMED 
CHURCH . 
Sparks St reet  at Straume Ave. 
Rev. John Vandyk 
Phone: 635.362t 
" 10:00 a.m, Sunday ~chool "~ 
11:00 a.m. Worship Service - 
,5:00 P.m. Worship Service 
Back  to  God CFTK Hour  
Friday 8:30  p .m.  
ST, MATTHEW'S CHURCH 
4726 Lezelle Avenue, Terrace, 
• Anglican Church of Canada 
SUNDAY SERVICES: 8:30 a.m. ano 
10:]5 a m every Sunday. 
(SUnday School and babysitting al 
10:15 service only.) 
WEEKDAY SERVICES' as gostecl 
,on the church door, 
MUSc Director: Stuart •~ocalhJrr 
Pastor: Peter Horsflel, 
5055 , 
,6LE SCHOOL 
• " ' "  r " " / .  " '11:00 a,m. - Morning Worship' 
7" iS P.M. ; Evening Evengul . 
SPECIALS 
on sale tomorrow at opening while they last! 
11 ONLY JUMPSUITS 
Assorted fabrics and sizes. $4,9 0 While they 
, ,~  Originallypricedatupto$30.O0 lash : 
PANTI HOSE 
about savings! 6roken lines and sizes 
clearing at iusJ 
4: 
DRESSES " 
AND 
PANT DRESSES 
An absolulely huge selection of styles t© 
You simply musLsee these for yourself. 
Ea(:h one is a fa nlaslic buyl 
1/= Price 
~ecklaces, and handba gs:l~ 
LimHed quantities only.i~. ,~.." 
% ~- . ~'a-ill, 
SPORTSWEAR 
SPECIALS --~y,~.~ CLEARANCE 
SUMMER SHORTS 
Limited quan|ily. Regular values to $9.00 
99' '1,0' 
SKIRTS AND SLIMS 
Broken lines and sizes reduced 
|o clear! Limi|ed quanlily only! 
99",.. *1 . ' . . ,q  
Assorted styles in slims, skirts, 
and blouses 
all reduced" to 
Price 
"" " ' ' FSLIPS' HALF SLIPS 
'" ' ,  , HALF SLIP AND 
. . :~ . tn  
  "PATIO WEAR ' and a l imited quantity .of ,$L EEpWEAR,  I 
FOUNDATIONS AiD . . . .  
,e Discontinued lines of bras and girdles ~,~ 
. ~ !  All reduced to O ~  • LE iSUNE WEAR, ,  ,: )~,~ 1 / ,  " r 'o0 ,  
.o" .,~# - gowns and duster ais~m J# * ~long housec 0 ~ I~: 
• / /  , 
I D I ##11 .~:  .e  : . -a rgy l l -  t .  '~ 
j e  t ~t - • 
I ~ e , . : .% ~. '  
~ . . ' . . . . ,  ,~.,~.~,.~ 
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Telephones key to 
distance problem 
B.C. Recreation Association's 
biggest problem is geography, 
says newly elected president 
Bert Linder. 
Linder told delegates at the 
B.C. Recreation Conference in 
Kitimat hat he intends to speed 
up policy-making decisions 
among executives by using 
telephone conferences. 
Lindner also told the 
conference that the Association 
must establish a recreation 
image and then go out and sell it 
to the community. 
Delegates. voted to open 
membership in the group to 
students, at a fee of $2 a year. 
The conference, held last 
weekend in Kitimat, was co- 
hosted by the District of Kitimat 
and the B.C. Recreation 
Association. 
Elite Benefit 
The conference's key-note 
speaker stated that the 
members of communities that 
are now receiving most of the 
benefits of a recreational - 
program are an elite group who 
are best equipped to make wise 
of their leisure time with or 
without the help of trained 
Recreationalists. 
Noting that this elite force 
was only a small part of the 
total population Larry Berges 
urged the Association to learn 
the needs of the recreationally 
deprived and then satisfy these 
needs within the province. 
Beres also stated that a time 
has come for a re-appraisal of
the Community Recreation 
programs with a view of 
directing these programs at the 
community as a whole. 
Provincial Government 
This statement came during a 
discussion that also saw Jim 
Fanton the Director of the 
Community Recreation Board, 
outline the provincial 
government's plans amd 
.proposals for the current year 
in regards to recreation. 
One idea is Reach, a program 
that will help people involved in 
recreational ctivity will help 
involve others from the 
community on an 
organizational basis. 
The provincial government is 
expected to make a formal 
announcement concerning 
Reach, later this year. i 
Fanton also spoke on federal 
involvement in a recreation 
program and adyised the 
delegates ofa National study, in 
June of recreational facilities. , 
Fitness Awards i Also up coming from the 
provincial government will be a 
Centennial '71 Fitness Program 
under which awards will be 
given to any resident of the 
province over 17 years of age 
who completes a specified 
program of athletic tests before 
community experts. 
Mr. W.L. Wescott a Youth 
Officerwith the Burnaby School 
Board spoke on "Drugs in 
Society Today". 
Wescott outlined the various 
drugs in use by society today 
and the problems these drugs 
afford their users. 
The most dangerous drug in 
use today, according to Weeott 
were the solvents, uch as glue 
and finger nail polish remover, 
which are inhaled. 
Wescott also noted that the 
entire spectrum of drugs in use 
today are available to 
elementary school children in 
the Lower mainland. 
Mental Strain Up 
Sam Travers of the Skeena 
Health Unit talked to the 
conference's delegates and 
informed them that the mental 
strain on Canadians i six times 
greater than it was on their 
forefathers and that the need 
for recreational programs was 
much greater than it had ever 
been. 
Travers urged that in the 
future the recreation 
association and psychologists 
should work closer together to 
develop and to prevent reactive 
depression, a depression that 
caused 12 suicides last year in a 
community that only had 75 
citizens. 
Travers noted "Recreational 
programs are being planned for 
these small communities atthe 
present time." 
Northern communit ies 
because of their isolation are 
the centers in our province that 
need these programs and would 
best benefit from their' 
establishment, the ~'health 
officer also suggested abstract 
thought games. 
Mr. Bill Dickerson a 
community psycholigist 
advised the conference that the 
recreat iona l  .:~programs 
available to young adults were 
not necessarily the ones they 
wanted. 
He remarked upon the need of 
young persons, over the age of 
fifteen for abstract thought 
games. 
As a partial remedy 
Dickerson suggested that 
creativity and intellectual 
laying would be more satisfying 
to older teenagers than the 
conventional kind of recreation 
programs. 
The executive committe 
elected by the delegates include. 
Bert Linder, President and 
directors Ernie Smith, H rold 
Moist, Bill Webster, Pete 
Fanning, Maybell Murphy. 
Myrtle Saxton, Les Spooner and 
Eric Granstorm. 
:z d:, 
~,. 
~r 
The new executive committee of the B.C. Recreation 
Commission were elected at last weekends annual meeting held 
in Kitimat. The new executive council from left to right Ernie 
Smith, Abbotsford; Ilarold Moist, the past-president from 
Vancouver; Bill Webster of Surrey; Terrace's Pete Fanning; 
Mrs. Mayhell Murphy from Courtney, Mrs. Myrtle Saxton of 
Vancouver Island: Lee Spooner, Delta; Erie Granstorm, 
Kootenay West; and the new president Bert Linder from 
Merritt. 
i¢ : • -a  : : i  :: :: : : :: ::: ::: : 
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The regular meeting of the 
Terrace Committee of the B.C. 
Festival of Sports was held 
Tuesday, May 4th at the'Civic 
Center. Organizers of Festival 
sporting events reported on the 
dates of the events. 
A new event has been added 
to the Festival of Sports; Mr. 
Gary Symthe of the Terrace 
Rod and Gun Club announced a 
shoot on the 24th of this month 
at the Gun Club in the Thornhill 
area. 
There will be three classes at 
the shoot, Children's 22, Adult's 
rifle and trap shooting. 
A track meet comprising 
mostly the elementary school 
students of the Terrace and 
Kitimat area will he held June 
12th. 
TheJudo club plans to enter a 
float in the Elk's May Day. 
Parade, May 24th. 
, Award pi'esentations for Jud0, 
events will be .made May 22nd. 
Mr. Mailoux presented 
results for the howling. 
The howling event will be in 
the form of a twenty game 
marathon on the 23rd of this 
month. Pete Fanning is 
expected 'to present the awards 
after the . completion of the 
event. 
The Truck Loggers Rodeo, to 
be held May 22 and 23 at Lions 
Park i'eported that 
were going well, but so far there 
was a lack of entries in the 
event. 
Doug Hartman reported that 
enti'ies for the trucking rodeo 
can be made any time up to the 
17th at most of the business 
firms displaying the Truck 
Rodeo sign. 
The awards for Loggers 
Sports have been ordered. 
Prize money for the axe 
throwing event had been raised 
because the event is a Canadian 
Championship. 
The cash prize from Terrace 
Equipment for the top all-round 
logger has also been increased. 
A committee head reported 
that 13 teams have entered the 
Aiyansh All Native Soccer 
Tournament. 
The Committee voted to 
accept the Regulations for 
Application for Assistance from 
The Terrace Athletic 
Achievement Fund. 
The Regulations provide for 
financial aid to local athletes 
who meet provincial standards. 
The money would be used by 
competitors to travel to 
provincial championships. 
Season opener 
August 6 
The Canadian football season 
opens on CBC television Friday, 
August 6 this year when the 
Toronto Argonauts meet the 
Saskatchewan Roughriders at 
CNE Stadium in Toronto. The 
game will be seen live on the full 
CBC-TV English Network. 
A total of 17 CFL games will 
be seen on CBC-TV this season 
it was announced, including 
playoffs and the Grey Cup 
games November 28. All the 
games will be telecast in color 
and of the total, nine games will 
be seen on the full CBC-TV 
network. In addition, four 
games will be seen by viewers 
in Eastern Canada and four 
games by Western viewers. 
LAFF - A - DAY 
"My boy fr iend wants to marry  me as soon as I've 
finished paying your bill." 
eb. e .  
0"  the end of 1971. 7-'9 
, f , ,o-L~ k~e~p. f t~,4 , . .  ' ~ KIn= F.tum S~dlcate. Inc., 1971. World wl=l~,. ~=,,r,,ea, 
Seminars Ileld "Guess What the Highway Department is (loin ~'' 
The delegates also took part ' ~ ! ~ i l  I B - E  g ~ l  in seminars with ut-side 
Speed l im i t  
en forced  .. ' Nttf _SEEQ$_ 
Detachment has issued a 
warning to all motorists 
traveling along gravel roads: 
adhere to the posted maximum . . -- 
speed limit of 20 miles per hour. over the carpet I was furious." 
Due to increasing complaints - - -  
from residents Of speeders 
"dusting along" dry gravel Quench it quick steppedr°ads' traffic patrols have b e e n ,  p, Big thirst ? ... 
An RCMP spokesman said: " ;'~" 
. . L J . .~  
"Mostdrivers are actually not 
going any faster than before but 
dUst on non-paved streets 
makes it appear that drivers 
are going faster than before." 
A speeding conviction costs a 
driver three points out of ten 
allowed on a drivers licence 
before it is suspended for a 
minimum period of,one month. 
The Speed Limit for gravel 
roads throughout Terrace is20 
mph and 30 mph on paved 
streets. 
• NASHVILLE, Tenn~ tAP) 
Country music star Roy Clark is 
undergoing a series of tests in 
the intensive care unit at Bap- 
tist Hospital, 
Clark, 37, the pudgy guitar- 
picking star of CBS-TV's Hee 
Haw;'was admitted to hospital 
with chest pains Tuesday night. 
"His physician,. Dr. ,William 
Ewers, did not rule out the pos- 
sibility, that Clark may have 
suffered a heart attack, but said 
preliminary examinations indi- 
catS'.the pntertainer .was auf- 
feri.g~4rom exha~tion;  ~ ,~ ~ .; This odvertise~entis not pubJished or displayed by the Ltg~or Control Board orb), the Government of British Columbia. 
Mr. Harold Thompson, BERNINA agent, will be in Terrace 
MAY 14, FRIDAY 
for demonstrations at 
n ' "  • . • Elken eroantde Ltd, , 
46Z3 Lakobo Avoi  Phone 636.2§62 
BERNINA IS RATED FIRST. You'll know why, theminute 
you test sew a BERNINA,." 
']'HUR.~I)AY. MAY 13, 1971 IThe PRO'S 
by Vi Mekinnon ,: 
Members and guests enJoyea 
the hockey telecast - 
compapionship and steaks at 
the Tuesday night Hockey Get-r 
Together. There were a few 
disappointed Chicago fans. 
Wednesday night i s  men's 
night with good food and fun on 
the menu. Let's see more of you 
fellows out on Wednesday• 
nights. Games are replayed 
after 9 in the'clubhouse. 
Thursday night is Ladies 
night and we would like to see 
more ladies out for free golf 
lessons under the instruction of
Golf Pro Bill Laplante. Last 
week he taught us how to drive 
in the posihon of sitting on a 
bar stool-if that makes sense...I 
got out for the first time this 
week, tried the har stool and 
believe it makes ense 
Junior Golf Program . June 
1st is registration and the 
beginning of our Junior Golf 
Program for juniors ages 12-18. 
This will be a complete 
program including olf lessons, 
golf etiquette and the rules and 
regulations of t~rnament play. 
• Small competitions will be set 
up every second week between 
juniors and seniors. Gerry 
Martin and Bill Laplante will 
supervise the juniors. Parents --
here is an excellent opportunity 
to introduce GOLF to your 
children• For information 
Fhone 635-2542. 
Our Selection of 
FORTREL DOUBLE KNIT 
SU ITS, BLAZE RS, 
SPORT COAT~ 
AND SLACKS IS 
" "WRINKLE FREE 
PERFORMANCE 
COMFORT PLUS 
STYLE " 
~MOST SLACKS 
ARE WASHABLE 
" - , -TOP BRANDS-  
HYDE PARK 
TA ILOR'S  BENCH 
DON PARKER 
CANADAY'S  
IT'S T IME 
TO THINK OF 
GRADUATION 
CLOTH ES 
"KNOW YOUR 
q 
Check compet i t ion and .you'll agree, 
youget  more  features  w i th  , I 
the  l ightwe ight  P ioneer  3071. I Pioneer 3071 
*Transistorized, breakerless ignition 
*Automatically retarded spark 
*Conveniently located ignition [~[ ]  
*Gleanable, high volume, spark-arresting muffler [~[ ]  
*Insulated larger nylon fuel iank " 
*Air flow fuel cooling 
• *One-piece connecting rod and caged bearings 
*Two-piece crankcase. [~]  
*Automatic chain oiling ~s l  
*Visual oil-flow indicator ,~ 
x 
*Rubb0r cushioned fr°nt andrear handle: 
*Easy-to-reach carburei0rla(ijustments " [~ i ] :  
*Vibration-isolated [~[ ]  
*Lightweight (13 Ibs, 8 ozs.) , [~  
• Comes: With 2,1" Bar Chain 
i PRIO| 283'"  
Ph. :63S-6384 " 9539 Greig Aver". 
TERRAO| EQUIPMEIIT SALES ILTD. 
THURSDAY, M~AY 13, 1971 
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13 - Personal 
Reduce the easy Slender Reducing 
Plan way. Eat three satisying meals 
a day. $2.50 and $6.00 sizes. At 
Terrace Drugs Ltd. (C.38.3) 
Dentdres webbing? Gums Irrlated? 
Use Denture.Eze . the soft plastic 
liner that is easily applied and lasls 
weeks. Makes dentures fit bike new. 
Even the best-fitted dentures slip 
sometimes, use Dentur Eze Cream 
Adhesive daily and enjoy the foods 
you~heve been missing. New heavy. 
duty ~ formula. Dentur.Eze $2.2S, 
"regular" or "quick.type','; Dentur. 
Eze Cream Adhesive . $1.25, at 
Terrace Drugs Limited• [C.38.3) 
Are you sick and tired of being s;ck 
and tired? Let Alcoholic Anonymous 
help you. 
Meetings 
Alanons meet every Wed., 8 P.M. 
Skeena Valley Groupevery Thurs., 9 
P.M. 
Terrace Family Group every Sat., 9 
P.M. 
Breakfast Meeting every Sunday 11 
A.M. 
All meetings held in the aid Library 
Building at Kalum and Lakelse Ave• 
For information write 0ox 564 
Terrace, B.C. or Phone 635.2830 or 
635-3448. 
Ther, e is no smoke with out 
Ecological Smut. (P.42) 
14 Bus iness  Persona l  
OWN 
• :YOUR 
OWN 
BUSINESS 
TERRAGE 
OTHER° AREAS 
,Excel lent  ,Locat ion 
Available 
C01N OPERATED 
,DRY CLEAN ING 
IS HERE! 
~lng-Koin at Canada dlstr buto! 
of Ford.Philco cn n-oneratod drv 
rleanln£r equipment offers Inter. 
ested parties the onpnrtun Iv to 
start their nwn cn n onerate~t dr~ 
('loaning htl~lness for as l(w as 
$5noo. This Dry Cleaner cleans F 
I,nUnds every ~'-~ mlnute~ and ~:llr 
he estshlL~hed in ynur e~?,n ~reu 
Yor turlher Informatinn write. 
---No Triflers Pleaso--. 
Please send me complete 
inforn',ntlon n a 
~lng Koln Leundorette franchise 
Name . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
"14. Business Personal 
FRANK'S  TELEVIS ION 
AND ELECTRONIC  
SERVIC ING 
Phone 635.371S 10 :00  a .m.  - 10 
p.m. 
BAKER'S KALUMSERVlCE  I 
$412 Hwy. 16 W. Terrace I 
• Ph.63s..., I 
Buy $3.00 or more gas and get free I 
draw ticket of $60.00 watch. Draw J 
July 1, 1971 (CT-50) J 
18. Help Wanted - Male 
The Department of Fisheries and 
Forestry requires cerflfiec~ 
personnel to serve as officers in its 
fleet of Fisheries Patrol Vessels. 
Present assignments will be to 3 and 
,5 man boats engaged in lhe 
pr:oteetion and management of lhe 
coastal fisheries. There are 
opportunities for transfer and 
advancement. 
PRESENT VACANCIES: 
I Engineer. Kitimat 
4 Mates - Kitimat, New 
Westmins:ter, Prince Rupert, Alert 
Bay. 
SALARIES: 
(Under Review) . Mates $7,090; 
Emglneers $7,808. Special 
Allowances for Isolation Allowances 
for Kitimat, Prince Rupert and Alert 
Bay. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Applicants must possess 
Certificates'of Competency under 
the Canada Shipping Act as 
Enginer ", 4th Class Motor, or as 2nd 
Mate, H.T., or better. 
Preference is given to Canadian 
citizens and to residents of the 
localities in which the vacancies 
occur. Experience• in the fishing 
Phone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I industry will be an asset. 
Clty . . . . . . . . .  Pmvinre . . . . . . . . .  
KING KOIN 
OF CANADA 
6142 Berwick Street, 
South Burnaby, B.C. 
Phone Collect 435.2818. 
SAY-MaR E BUILDERSCENTRE 
.TD. 
4827 Keith Ave., Terrace 
Phone 635.7224 
APPLY I~MEDIATELY on form 
PSC 367.401 to: Personnel Branch, 
Department of Fisheries and 
Forestry, T155 Robson Street, 
Vancouver 5, B.C. Specify the 
position and location(s) which 
interest you. 
Quote Number 71-V.13. 
(C-38) 
Wanted . Experienced middle aged 
couple to manage and live in Apt. 
complex. Must have good reference 
from previousemployer. Applicants 
must have good character, non 
drinkers and man should be a 
handyman. Applicants must beable 
for 
14 - Business Personal BuildisgMaterials 
RADIO-  TV SALE, ~l, 'SERVICES'~I I . . . . . . . . . . .  Millwork . . . . . . . .  " 
for alLmarks of TV%. i -F 's  8, Tape~:i;l~ _ . t t;;~Te=st~ ~. ~',..'T~v.sSe~.:. ; '  
..... - . . . . . . . .  ~ " i1"~:uratnng eST real ng, bluepr ntlng R~br'~'e~s. : * • I .'-' - " 
Fat' fast eff!¢ient service call o t I | "  and , 
store hour's 635-:,381. I I NOR.PINE HOMES, 
~CTF~'  | l  The pre.fab home built in Terrace 
" "  " " ' --" f | "  ' . (CTF) 
For )tiling, post ham digging, lot I 
clearing, backfilling, etc; Phone 635 I Tree Pruning 
6782 (P-38) I Lawns Constructed 
" TONY'SMOBILE HOME & Maintained Landscaping 
SERVICE & REPAIRS qPhone 635-3715 
For Complete Installation & 
~ervice 
Blocking & Hook.up all Services 
~kirling & Porches & 
:)ismantering CTF) 
,Ph°ne 63S-7849 Terrace, B,C. 
l 'h~p loo  Bwnlnl 
Bornlns Sewing/~lchlnm 
~111 I .  Service 
313.3rd-Ave. Welt, Prince Rupert, 
Phone 626-4236 or Rel. • 624.M59 
(CTF) 
WATER & YOUR 
DHOIOE: 
(1) Compet i t ive footage price 
on4"  8; 6"  wells, or (2) Lump 
sum contract - so much water 
for  se much money.  
Contractor takes all the risk. 
Dri l l ing in this area since 1966. 
Ask  for lhe na me of a sallsfied 
customer near you. Orders 
musl  be placed 4 to 6 weeks in 
advance. 
Harden Dri l l ing 
. P.O. 608, Terrace, 
(P-42) Phone 635- 330S 
FOR RENT 
T.V. Sets, guitars, amplifiers, ~.A 
.Sy.stcms, saxophones, trontbonff~ 
trumpets, :oronefs, flutes, movi 
projec'Iors, slide Projectors, screens 
clarinets, oic Ask a.bout our Rent.~l 
Purchase Plan~ 
Terrace Photo Seppll L~td. 
464S Lak,"seAve. ' " " 
I I I  I I • - '  _ ,d 
GENERAL ROOFING 
NO Job too big 
No lob too small 
Seeyour roofing specialist 
STEV• PARZENTNY 
" : ROOFINGCO. LTD,' , 
General Rooting (Bonded)* . ' ;  
Phone' night or day 635.2724. 
~CTF) . '. . 
L I 
"For ~f-ou~; "Radio and T.V. Repairs 
P~one 635.3630 across from the 
Leg Ion. 
:.F.R ED'S FURNITURE 
~(a dlvlslon of Fred's Refrigeratio.1)~, 
.ICTF) • .' 
Divorce 149.00 - Write Self divorce 
simplified 419 129e -W- 10 Vancouver 
9,,B.C. Tel 738.1731. (P.30) 
5AVE ON SANITONE BULK 
DRY CLEANING 
6 Ibs. for $3.00 
6c per additional Ib. 
Bulk dry cleaning does not 
include sleeping bags, quilts, 
or imitation fur coats, 
or imitalion fur lined coats. 
Repairs and alterations 
by Qualified Taylor 
TERRACE DRY CLEANING 
4544 Lakelse Ave. 
(C.38.3) 635-5626 
PICTURE FRAMES 
framing of paintings, pictures 
photes, certificates, needlepoint e'tc. 
Ready te hang. 50,frame styles to 
choose from. 635.2188. (CTF) 
SOUTH PARK HaL IDAY 
TR AI LER S & CAMPER S 
( H i tcties • mirrors etc, 
REEL INN MOBILE HOME 
SALES 
5506 HWy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. ~ . 
Phone 635-2033 (CTF) 
ALLAN J. McCaLL 
NOTARY PU BLI C 
4646 Lakelse Ave . .  
Phone 635-7282 
Res. 63S-2662 
'Terrace, B.C., . . . . . .  
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
"Spring is here and we have 
openings for full o r  part time 
Rawlelgh Dealers around Terrace. 
Starton our Capital. Be your own 
boss. Write Rawlelgh s, Dept. E.177. 
22, 589 Henry Ave., Winnipeg 2, 
Man." 
(C.50) 
[" CARPET'SPECIAL * . ,  j 
i.100 percent Nylon ~even .(7) I 
J colors, installed wall.to-wall for I 
158.45 sq. yd. 'Reg. $11.9S 1401 
[ extras. :; I~rice includes :fex,I 
/ Installation and accessorys. Ca l l  I 
/ Carpetcraft 635.34SS o~ 635•68421 
I, Day.o~ Night  (CTF) ' I 
WATER WELLS  
"Cal l  your  locally owned • 
company , 
to be bonded and maintain books. 
Salary $350 per month, repair work 
paid extra. Reply In own 
handwriting to P.O. Box 114, 
Terrace, B.C. (P-43.3) 
McGillis and Gibbs . Experienced 
shingle sawyer required. Phone 635- 
2277 (C-40.3) 
19 - Help Wanted - Male 
Part Time Insurance and Fee 
Reporter to handle reports from 
Terrace area, paid on fee basis. No 
experience reclu(red, should have 
car. GoOd opportunity to Increase 
part time earnings, apply P•O. Box 
4158, Postal Station D, Vancouver, 
G.C. (C-41) 
20. Hel~) Wanted 
Need Day.care in home between 
12:30 and 5:00 weekdays. ,School 
aged children. Tuck Ave. area. 
Phone 635.207S p.38) 
25 - Situations Wtd., 
- Female 
Wanted: Immediately Part lme 
housekeeper to work during day. 
Reliable student acceptable, high 
school near. Phone 635.2S46. (P-38) 
Babysitter'needed for occassional 
Saturdays. Phone 635.9973. (STF 
,28 - Furniture for Sale 
Fred's Furniture Clear.out 
Specials 
4 only 25" Color Televisions were 
$898 now $557 with trade in. 
3 only 19" portable color 
televisions clearing at $427 with 
trade, 
2 only stereos clearing at $277 & 
$397 
3 only dishwashers $297 and up 
Self cleaning Westinghouse 
electric ranges $397 each with 
trade. 
Refrigerators reduced to sell. 
Portable Westingnouse Black and 
White televisions clearing at $177. 
5 piece chrome sets clearing at 
$67 each set• & 7 piece dinette sets 
clearing at $87 each. 
Bedroom suites clearing at $127 
and up. 
3 piece setees clearing at $87 each 
set. 
Sectional chesterfields clearing at 
$397 and Up, 
Buffet end hutch clearlng at$147 
Queen size matress end box 
springs clearing at $197 set. ; 
Hostess chairs $24 each or two for 
$40. *~' • : 
Living room table iamps~'$9,97 
each. 
Unpainted furniture reduced to 
clear: 
USED FURNITURE 
1 only dresser with mirror ~67. 
Black and White " console 
televisions recondltion~l $47 land: 
$87, 
1 only. used refrigerator• A~I. 
condition $97. , *, ,,, ,~;: , ., 
I only sllghlly marked ne~v23' 
cubic foot freezer reduced to clear 
at S217. 
Ornamental tefeohone tables to 
clear at 512.97 
Many more specials ati Frecls' 
Furniture, ;1434 Lakelse Ave., 
Phone 635.3630 or Freds Furniture 
222 City Center Kltimat Phone 
632•3632. (CTF), 
28 - Furniture for Sale 
We buy used furniture at Fair-Valu 
Furniture. Phone 635-6182 or 4644 
Lezelle Ave. (C.41.3) 
29 -Musical  Instruments 
120 Bass Accordion - will last as long 
as you can play. Infinite variety of 
sounds. Hardly used. Just like new. 
$1,100 value. Sacrifice'at $850. CaSh 
offers welcome, Phone 635.6449 to 
view. (P.38} 
~2.  B icy les ,  Motorcy le$  
650 BSA I.ightnlng Motorcycle $675 
or nearest offer. Phone 638.7040. 
after 6 p.m• (P.38), • : * 
For Sale . Boys Triumph Bicycle. 
$fze2B" by ~/~". Asking $25.00. Phone. 
E1S-6640. (P-30) 
33- For Sale. Misc. 
For Sale: Must Sell. Piano & Bench. 
Skidoo Nordic 1970. 13' Fiberglass 
travel trailer. Double house trailer 
and lot and garage. Compressor. 
(Almost new). Phone 635.3717. (P- 
41) 
For a beautiful addition to your 
home Uplands Nursery has 
flowering trees and shrubs, 
ornamentals, f ru i t  trees ano 
evergreens. Roses anp 
rhodedendrons. These are from 
hardy varieties designed tc 
withstand our  severe winters. 
Corner of Helliwell Ave. and Kalum 
Lake Drive. (CT-45.3) 
Aluminum adjustable car rack. 2 
Single beds, hollywood units with 
head boards. Phone 635.3081 (P.40 
BACKHOE FOR HIRE 
Hour or Contract 
Reasonable 
PHONE 
635-3617 
ANYTIME 
1964 Ford Panel, Very good 
condition. Ideal for camper., 8 cubic 
ft. freezer. No. 6 - 880 Muller, 635. 
78O7 (P-37) 
For Sale: 75000 B.T.U. oil furnace. 
250 gel oil tank. Phone 5.7985. (CTF) 
Good seed or table potatoes. Gold 
coin or Norlend $5 per 100 $3 per 50 
Ibs..Phone 635.5074 (P.39) 
37- Pets 
9 year old Pinto Mare for sale. 
Saddle & bridal included. Phone S- 
5456. (P-41) 
38 - Wanted - Misc. 
Wanted to buy good used furniture. 
Contact Freds Furniture 635-3630. 
(CTF) 
Wanted • Would like to buy a 
complete girl guide uniform. Sizes 
Girls 14 Phone 635-5541 (P-38) 
Wanted to buy Wood or coal stove 
with grates in good condition. Call 
Mrs. C. Sendberg collect at Kitimat 
632-6414. (P-38) 
39. Boats & Engines 
For Sate: 14 ft. fiberglass boat. 
Includes trailer, 2S H.P. motor, 2 
tanks, life jackets, water ski's. Full 
)rice $1100•00• Phone 5.2057• (P.39) 
41 . Machinery for Sale 
For Sale. Sumner Standard Shingle 
Machine - complete with saws, 
pack;ng frames, hand gummer, 
swedge & shaper, etc. $3,500• Phone 
Hazelton 842.5304 (C-38) 
43- Rooms for Rent 
Room for young working man with 
kitchen and living room facilities. 
Also basement kitchen and living 
room for 2 men only. Close to town. 
Ph. 635.4294.' or 635-3B41 
Flynn Apts. 
Furnished. rooms and furnished 
apts. Cooking facilities available. 
Phone 635.6658 (CTF) 
THOR MHILL MOTEL 
& COFFEESHOP 
Housekeeping Units 
Propane bottle filling 
Pacific 66 Gas b nd O)1 
Highways 16 East (~TF~ 
GA'irEWAY CuURT • One and tw~ 
bedroom furnished SU Jtes1 • 
Reasonable summer and wl~tor~ 
daily, weekly, and monthly, ratn~ ~" 
.Phone: 635.540S. (CTF) 
OSBORNE GUEST HOUSE • 
Comfortable rooms In quiet 
residential area. 2812 Hall Street. 
Phonb 635.2171. (CTF) . 
KEYSTONE COURT APTS, 
L2,&3 bedroom deluxe suites, 4621 
Scott Ave. Terrace. Phone 63S.=~'~4 
or 1635.6301. (CTF) 
44 - Room & Board 
Room & Board for 1 working man. 
Phone 635.2321• (CTF) 
147. Homes for Rent 
One bedroom furnished cabin for 
re~ ~. :At 968 Mountainview Bivd. 
p~r, ~ 632-7298 (C.42.3) 
Furnished Cabins weekly a~d 
monthly rates, Also suites fOr rrent. 
Cedars Motel.,Phone 635-2258. (C1 F- 
3) 
.For serv!ce to refrigerators, 
freezers, washers, dryers, ranges. ,i; AJi* work  guaranteed.: 
Call BIll Webb at 63S.2169, (CTF) CLE  ,5¢!t,: :5088.  • 
AMBS IPJ(CAVATINO i. " : '/ ' 
Gravel "driveways,!  , Iovelllng, : ": 
cementm!xer'F'h°no635'5074(P'42)j|and yerds a Jso ,  t rac tor  mounted :  . DR iL l l~ i i  "•':'." " . , NG.LTD, : , ' "  : "  " : ' . .' ~ ; ' . - i : : : .  " ":" . ~ ";~i'; . . . . . .  
II va lue  consul c 10r,.TV. from :$997,;|,; ...... ...,',.',.,.-.....,.,,-:.. '. . . . . . .  , Hwy,  -i6 :E~,st:~;:~TirrdCi;: B;C.! o ' I ~: . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
I!  .~- , . -  . . . . . .  e'  n.r" '~,~;,,~•. ,~,=,'t F0r:R~nt:,3 bedroOm fully,,~Pnished. i ' ~ " J :  . . . . . . . . . .  I I I '  "" 2: v,;: /';,i!;~:*!:';.', ' '.'; ./": ," *;C0ntact' Fred~s~'FUrh t~Jre; '443 / ' "  ' '., '- . . . . . . . . . .  " - 
i ~ ~ r ' ~  "°~r' Or I i l  Poh ne:635~6106: :;.,i,. ~ . . . . .  ~ .... " '  " . . . . .  "'~ . . . .  "~"  ~" . . . . . . . . . .  " * '~  " ' "  l e  • .~A~fl nr  gr~r l '~ , -  Refrln~rAtlnh',,it. ':' e w , '  ru  ~uaom, ,b ' . , .  l l~u . . .•~. . .  
~': " ' F ; . . . . .  ' "~ h ;  T lewca  at2710Mol i to r  IlL Ltd,, 222 City Center,. K l!mat,'~ c4  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . •"  
For Rent: Unfurnished 3 bedroom 
townhouse apartment. Electric heat 
exlra fridge and stove. Kalum ."  
:::48- Suites for Rent 
For Rent • one bedroom furnished 
suite. Electric heat on pavement in 
Thornhill. Available June 1, 1971. 
Phone 635.6950 after'6 p.m. (P-30) 
• ENGINEERED HOMES 
Prefab Houses Available from 
K~dar Construction Ltd. 
. Large Plan Selection 
- .High quality-,¢onnpetltive prices 
- Prefinished Kitchens ' . . ' 
. Oven andRange . =" ' 
For full Informa4ien Write P.O; Box 
120, Kitimat or phone 632.-6312 - 632- 
69~1. [CTF) 
One bedroom house on I corner Iot J 
near shopping area. • Quick sale. I 
Please phone 635.61B2 or 63S-3887 I 
~ft~r 6 o m rCTI=I I 
For Sale: Spacious 3 bedroom'home. 
on 1.3 acre. Electric heat . w.w 
carpet throughout. 14,000 F.P. Try 
your down paymenls.: Phone 635. 
7773. (P-39) 
For sale - Older type of home on one 
acre of land in town, close to school, 
hospital and park. Ideal for rental. 
in:one,  such es rooming or 
boarding house. Home has 4 
bedrooms upstairs, and bath, Main 
floor has large kitchen, living room 
with fireplace, one bedroom-and 
bath. Basement has 2 bedrooms and 
livingroom and kitchen combined, 
seperate entrance. 
• Attach~ house hes living room, 
kitchen, 2 bedrpoms and bath. On 
property is cabin,garage and sheds. 
Large garden area and fruit trees. 
Cash preferably, but terms can be 
arranged. Write Advertiser Box 665, 
Care of Terrace Herald, 4613 Lazelle 
Ave. Terrace, B.C. (STF) 
2600 sq• It. for sale by owner. 
Executive type home. Less than two 
years old, wall to wall carpet 
throughout, 4 bedrooms, dining and 
living room, free standing fire place 
up and down in finished rec. room, 
all rooms large, end cheery, built.in 
dishwasher and . g.arburator.. 
Breakfast nook, with separate 
laundry room on main floor. All this 
on view lot. In good area, close to 
town centre, phone 635.3165 days or 
evenings. (P.38) 
For Rent: Part ial ly furnished 
basement suite. Sparks St•, near 
hospital. $100 per month. Phone 63S. 
5691. (P-38) 
For Rent in Thornhilh One bedroom 
furnished apt. Worklng couple only. 
Phone 5.2065. (P.38) 
49- Homes for Sale 
For Sale: 3 bedroom homo on Grelg - 
1008 sq It. on sewer and water. No 
basement. Downpayment, qualify 
for B.C. 2nd mortgage. $2000•00• 
Phon~ 5,-2057.." 
(P.39) 
Owner moving . Must sell . 2 
bedroom home at Lakelse Lake on 1. 
3 acre with fenced in backyard ~and 
creek, on property. Wall to Wall 
carpel in living room, feature wall, 
& colored plumbing. Call 635.7631 
anytime. (CTF) 
Owner Moving • Must Sell. 4 
bedroom home In Thornhill. 2 
bathrooms•rec room on lot 100 x 150. 
Phone 5-5269.. (P-38) 
51. BusineSs Locations 
For Rent • Office Space 2,000 sq. ft. 
All divided rooms and w.w carpet. 
Above the Bank of Nova Scotia, 4619 
Lakelse Ave. Phone 635-5194 or 635. 
7750 (CTF) 
For rent. Space for small business• 
Phone 635.?985 (CTF) 
MOTEL FOR SALE 
WHAT OF FER 
Write Advertiser Box 675 
Terrace Herald, Terrace, B.C. 
(CTF) 
Newly Dec6rated Office 
Birch panelled walls, wall to wall 
carpet. Electric heal. LargeNorth 
windows. Approx. 900 square feel. on 
Lakelse Ave. Apply Elken 
Mercantile. Phone635.25S2. (CTF.3) 
Attractive Offices' 3010 Kalum St. 
635.2312 or 3147. (CTF) 
j i 
For Sale • Well established retail I 
business• Genuine reason for sale I 
other business interests. Contact i 
Mr• Moore, 4616 Grelg Ave.,J 
(CTF-T-3) | 
52.  Wanted to Rent 
Wanted . 1'or 2 bedroom house or 
suite. Phone 635.5775 (P :.38) 
Wanted To Rent: Two or three 
bedroom house or :duplex, ,col:  
Manage.r~at.,S!mpson ;Seers' at 635. 
2218days or635.5146 evenings. 
CTF):. .... ~c•  
WanFed': 2 bedroom house for rent In 
cdunt;'~ Phone 635.6357 days and 
ask for Bill, (STF) 
Working'.g ~1 required reasonably 
priced small suite or l ight 
housekeeplng room, by May 20,] 
Phone 635.8645 after 5 p.m. (P-38) 
I 55-Pr~0per ty  fo r  Sale 
, MUSTSELL 
~h*,acre' view, lot, with 48 x 3( 
basement end subfloor in Terrace 
$3,500'oash or easy terms..Phon( 
635.5575/(CT F ~ 
. "" LandforSala 
i52 beaded acres on 1 mile Klsplox 
River frontaue on r~aln Kispox 
road, :Approx 1500 leased acres, 
house, two barns, corrals, some 
fences:;~,pprox, 100 acres ~r; hay. 
Hydr, o and talephone. New pressure 
system and, =v~e  aria newly dug well. Two live 
creeke and excellent spring. School 
,bu.s.,'!.B_eautiful view. 1140,000 cash• 
',:~With. old style 8 room 
s .sewer and Water hoOk. 
wa;ter heating. Good 
Prelent time Income 1~2S: 
6,000 .With" $7-8 :thoussnd 
55 - Property for Sale 
Lot for Sale . in quiet Kenworth 
Road area off Queensway.. Lovely 
View lot approx. 150 x 125. Asking 
~orice $3,300. For further Into. phone 
635-3662 after $ p.m. (P.39) 
For.Sale. 1we well situated, cleared 
lots on' Krayer Rd. near ely's Place. 
Lots 30 and 3t. For more information 
phone 635.$112 (P.30) 
Approx :/= acre of land with 10.x 55 
Wailer In good shape. Also room for 
another trailer. Asking price $10,000. 
Phone 638.3236. (P.39] 
For Sale: New Remo subdivided lot 
suitable for home or trailer. GoOd 
sell for a garden. Phone 635.7809 
evenings. (P.39) 
$7-  Automobiles 
SALVAGE 
69 Pontiace Safari Wagon 
63 Rambler Classic 
69 Chevel le 
70 Ford % ton pickup 
16 ft. fiberglass boat 
69 Ford XL 
Enq~uire Skeena Adjusters Ltd. 4742 
Llkelse Ave. 63S-23SS. (CTF 
For Sale: 1965 Rambler 
Ambassador stn• wagon. 9 str. 
power steering, brakes. 36000 miles 
Phone 635-2568 after 5 pm. (P.40) 
For Sale: 1968 Dodge'Dart. 2 dr. hdt 
V.S auto., severe body damage. 
Good drive train, will sell for highest 
bid. Phone 5.6391 days. (C.39-3) 
Wreking '67 Ford Station Wagon, '67 
"352" Merc V= T Motor and 4 speed 
trans. $37S.00.; '67 Mere ~hT Seat 
$25.00. H-P "390" Motor c.w solids 
and headers, etc. Phone 635.2098. (P. 
391 
For Sale: Must sell 1964 Ford 
Galaxie 500/2 dr. hardtop, 390 
motor, standard floor shift 
transmission. Semi slicks, radio two 
extra studded winter tires. New 
black vinyl roof and nice polnt. Runs 
nice. $700.00 Phone 5.4000 after 6 pro. 
(P-36) 
For Sale: 1~5 Internetionel Scout 
Cash offers only. Phone 5.2534 after i 
o.m. (P-39) 
For Sale Little Outlaw $1600.00. 1966 
Mercury "Plckup.1968 428, mustan~ 4 
speed, buckets, 411 rear end. Fhone 
635.2523 after 6 p.m. (P-411 
For Sale: 1966 Ford Galaxie 500 V8 
Automa,tic• Two door hard top. PB. 
and PS. Phone 842-5702 after 6 pm. 
(C-38) 
For Sale: Logging truck, 1964 Mack 
& Columbia trailer. Phone 635.6941. 
(P-40) 
for Sole: '68 Ford 4 dr. V-8 auto., 
power steering, radio. $1800.00. Can 
be seen a t 4932 Scott. Phone 635.2098. 
(P.39) 
For Sale: 1-1969 Dodge 300 Mileage 
16400 with Holmes Recker, A-I 
condition for $5695.00. Phone 632. 
2727. (C.40.3) 
For Sale: 1970 Ford F100 H.D. 
Custom with deluxe cab, automatic, 
covered box, very low m.iloage, view 
at 906 Queensway. (P-39) 
For Sale. 1963 Parislenne tudor,v.8 
P•S. P.B~'A•T. and radio. Vancouver 
good condition. Very clean, no 
reasonable Offer refused• Phone 635. 
5477 evenings. (CTF) 
For Sale: 1970 Galaxy, 4 dr. power 
sterrlng, P•B. 2200 A-1 tend. One 
owner. For appointment o view and 
make your offer. Phone 5.3733. (C- 
41) 
I For Sale: 1970 Ford V= ton Pickup i 
I 
V8, extra wheels. Only 7,000 
I miles. Phone 5.4087 after 6 p.m. (P-30) 
58 - Trai lers 
Trailer space for rent. Near 
Thornhill school. Call 635.6984, (p. 
38) 
Empress Motor Homes 
Come In and see our new 197t Motor 
Homes. 4736 Park St., Terrace. 
Please phone 63S-3078 ot terS  or 
Saturdays. (CTP) 
For Sale: 1969 Dutchess Trailer. 12 x 
44 with 'Joey sha(:k, 2 bedrooms 
~fl;rnlshed. Asking 1500 down take 
Over payments or $7000.cash. Rhone 
635.7723. (P-SS) . . . . .  . '  I. ' : 
i Fot Sale ; Home made~:amper .
,Plehty,of room. good fOr huntlrig. 
• S200 phone 635-3560 (CTF) 
For .~a • • 12 x 46 Mobile Horhe. 2 
bedrooms fully furnished. Best 
,Offer. No. 6 • 880 Mu er St., 635.7607 
• (P-.37). !" 
For Sale: 20 ft. Vanguard Tre;~el 
Trailer. 0 months old, complele with 
shower, toilet, tandem axl Can be 
seen at Timberland Trailer Park. 
Please call 635.3868 after S p.m. (P. 
38)  
For Sale: 14 ft. Alaska'travel trailer 
In immaculate condltionv Full price 
$1S00,00. Phone 5.2057. (P-39)' ~.  
For Sale , 
By owner ..Gqlng concern. Mlckey's 
Trailer Park end Cabins. Situated on 
Highway 16 In  Vanderhoof B C. 
Good highway frontag,e.'AII utilities. 
Full Price 13S,000. Torms.;WIII 
accept late model ,truck, trailer Or 
small house aS part payment,:For 
further Information write Box 7il4, 
Vanderhooh Or phone $67..9~22, (C' 
58 - Trailers 
I I I I I I I  . .=  
~HOME SALES" 
,.(,TE RRACE)  LT~. 
.~ KN I(~HT 
SQUIRE 
PAG E 
Come In and See Obr  Selerqor  
of Doub leWide  and Single " 
Un i t :  
Box 189, 
H ighway 16 EaSt  
Phone 635-334:~ . 
= . .Ter race ,  B.C.  
67. Mor tgage  
MORTGAGE.MaN EY 
M0rtgage money available at the 
Terrace & District Credit Union. 
You may be paying too much 
interest on yOur present mortgage 
loan. { C.38.3) 
Lega_ ls  - -  
TOCLOSE ESTATE OF 
HAROLD ELMER RUTH, 
DECEASED 
Cash offers w i l l  be received 
by the undersigned up to and 
includi0g Fr iday,  May 28, i971 
for the purchase of lhe fol lowing 
vehicle: 
1967 Chrysler• Newport 
Sedan, Serial No. 
CE41G7325538, 1971 
Llcence No. CJK.309 
. vehicle may be insloected at 
Totem Gulf Service (Lakelse 
Services Ltd•) 4711 Lakelse 
Avenue, Terrace, B•C. Sale 
shall be af ter  inspection and no 
undertakings are  made with 
respect to  the condition of or 
t it le to the said motor vehicle. 
Neither the highest bid nor any 
bid w i l l  necessar i l y  be 
accepted. 
c l inton W. Foote, 
Publ ic Trustee, 
635 Burrard  Street, 
VANCOUVER l ,  B .C .  
. . (Ph0ne ~684!6311) 
NOTICE 
TO CREDITORS 
I'i~ THE MATTER OF-  THE,  
ESTATE OF GENE HARVEY 
POTTER also known as JENE 
HARVEY POTTER,  
Mi l lworker ,  former ly  of the 
Olstrlct of Terrace, Province of 
Bi:itish Columbia. 
O;edltors and others having 
claims against the above Estate 
are  requ i red  to send fu l l  
>articulars of such claims to 
Kenneth D. GRANT,  Esq., o i l  
the ' f i rm of GRANT EWERT & 
Co., Barr isters and Solicitors, 
463S ~ Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
British Columbia, on or before 
the 21st day of June, 1971, after  
which date the Estate's assets 
Will be .d i s t r ibuted ,  hav ing  
regard only to claims that have 
bee n received. 
GRANT EWERT & CO. 
• By Kenneth D .GRANT 
(C-41) S o.llcitor 
CENTENNIAL MEMO 
Nakusp, =situated on the Upper 
Arrow Lake, ,was staked as a 
townsite in 1892 as an outlet for 
..the Slocan area mines. 
,-. 
F 
Notice to Contractors .... !~! 
Tree Planting "i '. '~  
Pro ject  No. 93Ll l .4  Winfield 
Creek, Situated: near  Winfield .~i 
Creek  w i th in  the. Smithe~:s :i~;- 
P.S.Y.U.  ~ ...... -.~i~ 
Prospect ive  b idders  fo~ th is  
.• contract  t0 p lant  lO0,O00tr~ees on. 
2OO acres more .or less are 
reminded that  sealed tenders 
must be rece ived by. the Chief 
Forester  by 4pro .  F r iday ,  May  
21, .1971. This cont ract  was 
previously advert ised fo r ' f ie ld  ,. 
examinat ion on .November  4,  
1970• i,C 
Tenders will not be considered !~ 
unless made out on the Tender i~ 
fo rms supp l ied ,  p roper ly  ~ 
signed, and accompanied by ,a  !i 
deposit in the form of a cei'flf led 
cheque or money order in':tlhe 
sum of f i f ty  dollars ($50.00)~ 
payable to the Minister'~'of 
Finance. '~:'" 
Tenders must be submi f led ; In  
the the  • enve lope  marked  
,Tender  for Tree P lant lng ' . :  
The lowest or any tender  Will 
not necessari ly be accepted.~: 
P lant ing stock required fo r  the 
contract  wil l  besupp led f ree Of 
charge by the Forest •Service 
f.o.b, at  a place designated by 
the Forest Service. 
Part icu lars  may be Obtained ]~ 
f rom the Chief  Fores ter ,  
Par l iament  Buildings, Victor ia . . . .  
Brit ish Columbia;  f rom-t i le  Ill: 
Distr ict  Forester, B.C. Forest 
Service, Prince Rupert,  B .C Jor  
from the Forest Ranger .a t  , .  
Smlthers. B.C. 
(C-3S) 
INVITATION "rOTENDER ':' 'i!i 
The corporat ion of the Town Of. ~i 
Smithers, B.C. '~ ~ 
R ECONSTRUCTION OF ,;':!, 
TOWN STRE ETS , .  , 
Sealed tenders endorsed on 
the envelope "Tender  for  Street 
Reconst ruct ion"  w i l l  be ~i~ 
received at '  the  office of the ,~ 
C lerk .Admin is t ra tor ;  The  ~ 
Coporation of the Town of ~ 
Smithers, up  to 4:00 p.m., :~ 
Pacific Day l ight  Savings Time, 3 
May 28, 1971. :cii~,, 
Pians:'~and ; spec i f i ca t :  ions 
maY be  'e'xamined:at he off ice .,'~:"~, 
of the Superintendent o f  Works.  ili~ i ' 
or at the PLAN ROOM Of : the  
Industrial  ConstructiOn centre •~',!~ 
Lid., 2430 Wi/lingdon Avenue,  
Burnaby,  B.C. on or  after  May  ,~ 
10, 1971 ~ and copies may,  be 
obtained af ter  this date by bona :~' 
fide renderers a t  the offiCe•~,of 
the Superintendet of Works 
upon receipt  of a cert i f ied !~ 
cheque in the amount  of  •ten '~'~ 
dollars ($10.00) non-refundable. ,~• 
The tender  shal l  b'e ;~'~i 
accompan ied  by e i ther  ,e l  ~; 
certif ied cheque in the amount  !! 
of ten per cent (10 percent)  o f  ,'~i' 
the Tener Price and a letter of, "; 
consent signed by;  a surety " ~;~: 
company, or a suitable bid bond" :~ 
in the amount  of ten percent;(!0 .~ 
percent) of the Tender Price'. :~'~ 
The lowest or  any fender wil l  ii!~ 
not necessari ly be accepted. ."  " ~. ;  .  
M .N:c .  Woad ";~ 
Clerk-Administrafo~ !i~ 
The Corporation of the ;, 
Town of Smlthers, i':,: 
" "I;~L 
(C,38) SMITHERS,  B:C:. 
CENTENNIAL MEMO ," : "  
£he first bank to be founded i , i " ;:i !',: 
British Columbia was the Bank *.. :i~!l : " 
of Vancouver, founded'in 1910.: ' ; ;~  
0ENTENNIAL :: 
r PARADE :; 
. Startin. from ] Leman s t .  •, a ,d  l .  X~,,~2:!A~.- - .? : t  
,f, 
,,, : -  
. . . . . .  : . . . :  . . . . .  ".•'•~ .•: •."~';r"..~'.:~: :'~:.r:~.,.'.'~;~::'~;.' :. 7: • ~,  
• . . . . .  m : HUimrm•; : : : :  : HURRY! . ii 
t . " •2" ' '• ../: 2-,' 
HORSE ............ AN D ! ~ YO" ~=U Ri 
x 
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a t S U.PER.-V.A'L U 
GOVERNMENT INSPECTED .CHOICE .GRAIN FED 
WHOLE OR 
SHANK 
PORTION 
THURSDAY, MAY 13, I~ 
i /•  
JAM 
r Buy ................................... lb. 
;TED .CANADA CHOICE .CANADA GOOD 
C 
 .Sl 09 Rib n st suo. us c a  TENDER ~_AIMIN~,  REGUI .AR3,  cenIs o~1,  T IMMER I I ~ie l l l~ l  VARIETIES . . . . . . . .  PK 
FLETCHERS .GOV'T INSPE°CTED 
WEINERS ~u~. ...,,,. 63' 
WILTSHIRE .GOV'T INSPECTED .SKINLESg, 
DINNER SAUSAGE . . . . . .  ' . .  LB. PKG. 
69 ° GROUND BEEF ............. .. ....... ,..,,. 
EVERSWEET 
.GOV'T INSPECTED 
SLICED "SMOKEHOUSE" 
SIDE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Lb.  BAOON 
APPLE  & 
STRAWBERRY/ REGAL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' ..,48 OZ. TIN 
"~ 67 LUNOHEON MEAT 12OZ. . . . . . . .  .','.IN.. 
SUPER-VALU - 
PEANUT BUTTER "°~$1,,. . ,19  
GARIBALDI .READY CUT 33' MACARONI or 
CEREAL ,,oz ,.,~. 
LIBBY'S DARK BROWN 
65' :,BEANSw"h PORK &':°: 5 1 ' ~ " * s  
ALPHAmTn . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , :o :  99'  
79 '  
MARGARINE ..sr ° 
CREAM CORN NABOB FANCY STYLE  14 OZ. 2 T,NS43 °
UNIVERSAL  . . . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . .  V2"S T IN  61 '  SOCKEYE SALMON 
APPLE SAUCE 3.,.,,,,s 6'6 ° 
6 .,.,,s 89 ° 
NABOB,  FANCY . . . . . . . . .  . ' . : i ; . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  14 OZ. 
/ 
LEMONADE .~ I JNNIEST-  FROZEN " " P INK OR PLA IN  " * • . . . . . .  " . . . .  • . . . . .  6 OZ. 
TOMATO JUICE.,..s ........... iii: :ii ........... , oz2 ,.s43 ° 
SU. PER-VALU , 
INSTANT eOFeEE':,~z S l ,4§  
SUNKIST O RA NGES [ ]  E 
HOT HOUSE CANADA No. 1 
TOMATOES 
CANADA NO. 1 
CUCUMBERS 
"~ PRICES EFFECTIVE: 
iil;Th.un r, Fri. I Sat. May ,13 .tol§ 
.: .... WE RESERVE:  THE 'R IGHT - 
:it " ,  
'::~)4'~'~:'~F~'iJm'::~L~:d'N'''' r :' " :T ,  Or . : l~  INt IT  Q UANT. IT I  ES: . . : . ;  ~ :a : ; .  
r 
• n 
138'S 7 , si' 1.00 
.. "The Promise of  Beauty,'" 
~" CHAP' rER,01 ~ou,  WELL BEING 
' "! WOMANHOOD EACH 
, .;.: . *  BINDERS E'C.,.... . . . . . .  : . . .  
2 
d 
90 .;,,. i"  
99,~ 
", t - . ~. . . " 
